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MOTTO 

“The way you speak can describe who you are.”  
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ABSTRACT 

Maelani, Ika. (2020) English Taboo Words Used by PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma 

YouTube Channel. Undergraduate Thesis. Department of English 

Literature, Faculty of Humanities, Universitas Islam Negeri Maulana 

Malik Ibrahim Malang. Advisor: Mazroatul Ishlahiyah M. Pd. 

Keywords: Taboo words, PUBG game, Gamers, Litomatoma 

Online games are top-rated in all groups of people, such as children, young and older 
people. One of the most popular games today is PUBG (Player Unkown's Battlegrounds) 
game. In the PUBG game, communicating with teammates in a group is very important, 

otherwise, they will not be able to get chicken dinner (expressing Victory in the PUBG 
game). When they are communicating with their team, they utter the taboo words which have 
bad meaning in society. Therefore, this research aims to investigate the type and function of 

English taboo words used by PUBG gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel. It also 
analyzes the pattern of English taboo words used by male and female  PUBG gamer on 
Litomatoma YouTube channel.  

This research used descriptive qualitative research as the research method because 
this research requires qualitative data selection to be analyzed in the form of descriptive. The 
object of this research is PUBG game videos on Litomatoma YouTube channel. There were 

15 videos selected for this research according to the criteria needed for this research.  The data 
are the utterances of  gamers which contain of English tabo words in PUBG game videos on 
Litomatoma YouTube channel. In analyzing the data the researcher used two theories. The 

theory used to classify the type of English taboo words is Bastistella (2005), and the theory 
used to find the of function of English taboo words is Wardaugh (2006).    

The results of this research are stated as follows. First, in the types of English taboo 
words, the finding shows that PUBG gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel used all the 
types of English taboo words according to Bastisttela (2005). These types are epithet, 

profanity, obscenity, and vulgarity. From 132 data found in the video, obscenity has the most 
significant number of occurrences. Obscenity is the most appearing type in this research 
because it is considered to be the most effective way to insult someone. The players in the 

videos frequently utter obscenity to draw attention to the addressee. The smallest number of 
taboo words' type is an epithet. Epithet becomes the least to occur in this research because the 
gamers do not find that epithet can effectively hurt other people's pride. Second, in the 

function of English taboo words, according to Warduagh (2006), only three functions of taboo 
words used by PUBG gamers. The functions are to draw attention to oneself, to show 

contempt, and to be provocative. The most appeared function is to draw attention to oneself.  
Most of the  use taboo words when they want to show their attention to others. To mock 
authority function was not used by the gamers because the central theme of the video is to 

entertain, which is not concerned in criticizing governmental affairs. Third, the pattern of 
English taboo words are used by males and females in the video on Litomatoma YouTube 
channel. There is no difference in using English taboo words by both male and female gamers 

in PUBG game videos on Litomatoma YouTobe channel. They use English taboo words 
obsence type frequently and the function is to draw attention to oneself, but in term of 

frequency, male uses more English taboo words than females.  
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ABSTRAK 

 
Maelani, Ika. 2020. Kata Tabu Bahasa Inggris Yang Digunakan Oleh Pemain PUBG di 

channel Youtobe Litomatoma. Skripsi. Program Studi Sastra Inggris. Fakultas 

Humaniora. Universitas Islam Negeri Maulana Malik Ibrahim Malang.  

Pembimbing: Mazroatul Ishlahiyah, M. Pd. 

 Kata kunci: kata tabu, permainan dalam jaringan (PUBG), Pemain PUBG Litomatoma  

Permainan dengan menggunakan jaringan sangat populer di semua kalangan 

seperti anak-anak, anak muda hingga orang tua. Salah satu permainan yang dimainkan dalam 
jaringan yang paling populer saat ini adalah PUBG (player Unkown's battlegrounds).  Dalam 

PUBG,  berkomunikasi dengan rekan satu tim adalah hal yang sangat penting. Jika tidak, 
pemain tidak akan bisa mendapatkan chicken dinner (mengekspresikan kemenangan dalam 

PUBG). Ketika pemain berkomunikasi dengan tim, mereka mengucapkan kata-kata tabu yang 
merupakan kata yang bermakna buruk dalam masyarakat. Oleh karena itu, penelitian ini 
bertujuan untuk menyelidiki jenis dan fungsi kata tabu bahasa Inggris yang digunakan oleh 

pemain PUBG pada channel YouTube Litomatoma. Penelitian ini juga menganalisis jenis kata 
tabu bahasa Inggris yang digunakan oleh pemain PUBG laki-laki dan perempuan pada 
channel YouTube Litomatoma. 

 Penelitian ini menggunakan metode penelitian deskriptif kualitatif karena 
memerlukan data kualitatif yang telah dipilih untuk dianalisis dalam bentuk deskriptif. Objek 

penelitian ini adalah video dari permainan dalam jaringan yaitu PUBG di channel YouTube 
Litomatoma. Ada 15 video yang dipilih untuk penelitian ini sesuai dengan kriteria yang 
dibutuhkan. Di penelitian ini data yang diambil adalah dalam bentuk ucapan para pemain 

PUBG dalam video channel YouTube Litomatoma dimana ucapannya mengandung kata tabu 
dalam bahasa Inggris.  Ada dua teori yang digunakan dalam penelitian ini. Teori yang 
digunakan untuk mengklasifikasikan jenis kata tabu bahasa Inggris adalah teori milik 

Bastistella (2005), sedangkan  teori yang digunakan untuk meneliti fungsi kata-kata tabu 
bahasa Inggris adalah teori milik Wardaugh (2006). 

Hasil penelitian ini dinyatakan sebagai berikut. Pertama, dari segi  jenis kata tabu 
bahasa Inggris, penelitiaan ini menunjukkan bahwa pemain PUBG pada channel YouTube 
Litomatoma menggunakan semua jenis kata tabu bahasa Inggris. Menurut Bastisttela (2005), 

jenis-jenis kata tabu ini adalah epithet, profanity, obscenity, dan vulgarity. Dari 132 data yang 
ditemukan di video, kata obscenity memiliki jumlah yang paling sering diucapakn. Kata 
obscenity adalah jenis yang paling sering diucapkan  karena dianggap sebagai cara paling 

efektif untuk menghina seseorang. Para pemain dalam video sering mengucapkan kata-kata 
obscenity untuk menarik perhatian orang yang dituju. Jenis kata tabu yang paling sedikit 
muncul adalah adalah ephitet. Ephitet paling jarang diucapkan karena para pemain 

menganggap bahwa julukan tidak efektif untuk menyakiti orang lain. Kedua, dalam fungsi 
kata-kata tabu bahasa Inggris menurut Wardaugh (2006), hanya tiga fungsi yang digunakan 

oleh pemain PUBG, yaitu fungsi untuk memberi perhatian, untuk menunjukkan penghinaan, 
dan untuk melakukan provokatif. Fungsi yang paling sering muncul adalah menarik perhatian 
pada orang lain. Sebagian besar pemain menggunakan kata-kata tabu ketika mereka ingin 

menunjukkan perhatian kepada orang lain. Karena tema utama dari video ini adalah untuk 
menghibur, maka fungsi untuk mengejek fungsi otoritas tidak digunakan oleh para pemain 
sehingga mereka tidak memperdulikan hal-hal yang terkait mengkritik pemerintah. Ketiga, 

pola kata-kata tabu bahasa Inggris digunakan oleh baik laki-laki dan perempuan dalam video 
PUBG Game di saluran YouTube Litomatoma. Tidak ada perbedaan antara pemain laki-laki 

dan pemain peremuan dalam menggunakan kata tabu dalam bahasa Inggris Mereka 
menggunakan kata tabu obscenity untuk menunjukkan perhatian kepada orang lain. Tetapi 
jika dilihat dari frekuensi, laki-laki lebih banyak menggunakan kata-kata tabu dalam bahasa 

Inggris dari pada perempuan.  
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 مستخلص

يف قانة ليتوماتوما يوتوب. حبث ( PUBG. كلمة احملرمات يف اللغة اإلجنليزية اليت استخدم الالعبون )2020 الين، إيكا.مي
اإلنسانية. جامعة موالان مالك إبراهيم اإلسالمية احلكومية مباالنج. مشرفة: العلمي. قسم اللغة اإلجنليزية وأدهبا. كلية 

 ري.الدكتورة مزرعة اإلصالحية املاجست

 (، الالعب املباشر، لتوماتوماPUBGالكلمة املفتاحية: كلمة احملرمات، لعبة )
 

و من احدى  السن.  والكرباء مناألطفال والشباب  من واملراحل، األلعاب عرب اإلنرتنت بشعبية كبرية يف مجيع الدوائر تعترب 
ء الفريق مهم جًدا. خالف ذلك ، لن يتمكن الالعب من ، التواصل مع أعضا PUBG لعبة. يف PUBGاأللعاب شعبية اآلن هي لعبة 

(. عندما يتواصل الالعبون مع الفريق ، فإهنم يقولون كلمات حمرمة وهي كلمات هلا PUBGيف لعبة  الفوز)معربًا عن  النجاحاحلصول على 
 PUBGات اإلجنليزية اليت يستخدمها العبو معىن سيئ يف اجملتمع. لذلك ، هتدف هذه الدراسة إىل التحقق من أنواع ووظائف كلمات احملرم

الذكور  PUBG. كما حللت الدراسة أنواع الكلمات اإلجنليزية احملظورة اليت يستخدمها العبو Litomatoma YouTubeعلى قناة 
 .Litomatoma YouTubeواإلانث على قناة 

هذا  وترتكزمت اختيارها لتحليلها يف شكل وصفي. صفية ألهنا تتطلب بياانت نوعية بشكل تستخدم هذه الدراسة طرق حبث نوعية 
مقطع فيديو هلذه الدراسة وفًقا للمعايري املطلوبة. يتم أخذ  15. مت حتديد يوتوبعلى  ليتوماتوماعلى قناة  PUBGفيديو من لعبة  يفالبحث 

يف هذا البحث. يتم حتليل النظرية املستخدمة البياانت يف شكل نصوص الكالم أثناء مشاهدة الفيديو. هناك نوعان من النظرايت املستخدمة 
( ، بينما يتم حتليل نظرية ووظيفة الكلمات احملظورة اإلجنليزية من 2005) Bastistellaلتصنيف أنواع الكلمات احملظورة اإلجنليزية ابستخدام 

 Wardaugh (2006.)املستخدمني ابستخدام 

 ، من حيث أنواع الكلمات احملظورة اإلجنليزية ، يوضح هذا البحث أن مشغل على النحو التايل. أوالً  ا البحت املذكورنتائج هذ
PUBG  وكما قالاإلجنليزية.  او حمرومة يستخدم مجيع أنواع الكلمات احملظورة ليتوماتوما بيوتوب،على قناة Bastisttela (2005 فإن ، )

بياانت مت العثور عليها يف  132أللفاظ النابية والفحش واالبتذال. من بني هي االسم املستعار وا او حمرمات هذه األنواع من الكلمات احملظورة
ة األكثر الفيديو ، حتتوي كلمة الفحش على الرقم األكثر استخداًما. كلمة الفحش هي النوع األكثر استخداًما يف هذه الدراسة ألهنا تعترب الطريق

يديو كلمات فاحشة جلذب انتباه الشخص املقصود. أقل عدد يظهر هو نوع الكلمات فعالية إلهانة شخص ما. غالًبا ما يقول الالعبون يف الف
سعر احملرمة هي ألقاب. أصبح اللقب هو األقل حتدًًث يف هذه الدراسة ألن الالعبني اعتربوا أن االسم املستعار ال ميكن أن يضر بشكل فعال ب

ثالث وظائف فقط  هذه اللعبة على يتم استخدام Wardaugh (2006،) وكما قالاآلخرين. ًثنًيا ، يف وظيفة الكلمات احملرمة اإلجنليزية و 
. هذه هي الوظيفة اليت جيب االنتباه إليها ، وإظهار االزدراء ، واالستفزاز. الوظيفة اليت تظهر غالًبا هي جذب االنتباه PUBGمن قبل العيب 

ون إظهار االهتمام ابآلخرين. ألن املوضوع الرئيسي هلذا الفيديو هو التسلية ، لآلخرين. يستخدم معظم الالعبني الكلمات احملظورة عندما يريد
لث من فإن وظيفة االستهزاء بوظيفة السلطة ال يتم استخدامها من قبل الالعبني حىت ال يهتمون ابألمور املتعلقة ابنتقاد احلكومة. النمط الثا

 هو قانة ليتوما توما بيوتوباليت يوجهها  PUBGلنساء يف فيديو لعبة الكلمات احملظورة اإلجنليزية اليت يستخدمها الرجال وا
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CHAPTER I    

INTRODUCTION  

 

This chapter presents the background of the study, research questions, 

objectives of the study, scope and limitation, significances of the study, definition 

of key terms, previous studies, research method (research design, research 

instrument, data and data source,  data collection, and data analysis). 

 

A. Background of the Study  

Nowadays, online games are top-rated in all groups, such as children, young 

and older people. According to Ismail (2016), online game is a game that can be 

accessed by many players from all over the world, using a rapidly growing 

internet network and is loved by many groups. One of the most popular games 

today is PUBG (Player Unknown’s Battleground) game. It is a game that must 

survive to fight one hundred players and be the last to live who survive till the 

end, they are the winner. According to Sitta (2019), the use of PUBG game has 

increased every year after the PUBG game was released by PUBG companies in 

2017, more than 100 million users who enrolled in this game, therefore, PUBG 

games get the award as "the best mobile game in the game Awards in 2018.”   

In the PUBG game, communicating with teammates in a group is very 

important, otherwise, they will not be able to get chicken dinner (expressing the 

victory in the PUBG game) (Cube, 2018).  Therefore, if PUBG players have not 

communicated well in a team, it will cause mass communication, and they will 

lose the game. They communicate using language, therefore, someone needs to 
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have language as a means of communication. The language used by gamers has its 

characteristics in expressing their feelings when playing games. Besides the use of 

language to direct their team, the gamers also blurted out a lot of blasphemous or 

cursed words that indicate resentment or happiness (Mayasari, 2019). 

The use of language is not necessarily following with the norms, rules, or 

language ethics that have been agreed upon and used as guidelines for behavior, 

including language behavior (Sihyar, 2013). Language or language form is not by 

these norms is considered rude or inappropriate to be used or spoken in any place. 

This term is called taboo. Taboo is a word that is not considered suitable by the 

community or is better avoided because players mention the reality that is 

considered rude and impolite. Taboo describes something that is prohibited and 

dangerous because it is not right with religion and customs in society. Taboo is 

the avoidance or absence of conduct in any culture considered to be dangerous to 

its members because it would cause fear, humiliation, or shame to them 

(Wardhaugh, 2006).  

 Taboo words are always associated with forbidden language and cannot be 

used in everyday conversation. Taboo words are still considered offensive and 

savage words in most languages (Anggi, 2015). In America, formerly, there were 

strict rules to avoid using taboo words in public. The use of taboo words such as 

fuck, shit, mother fucker, and damn will lead to prosecution and imprisonment. 

Therefore the taboo words are not used in print media such as newspapers, 

magazines, etc. However, it seems that this time, the attitude towards the function 

of taboo words has changed. The change occurred because the legal sanctions 
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disappeared, and there was a tendency that now people are more relaxed and 

accepting the taboo words. As a result, taboo words now commonly find when 

someone expresses emotive feelings.  

Many games contain English taboo words. According to Ningrum (2012), 

people are playing an online game, and they are producing inappropriate words to 

express their feeling as long as they play the game online with their friends. The 

researcher chooses the PUBG game because nowadays, people prefer playing 

PUBG game than other games.  Proven by the data, more than two million people 

download this game since its release in 2017 (Sitta, 2019).   

Many gamers are playing online games via live streaming YouTube or known as 

Game streamers. It means that the PUBG players not only play PUBG games in 

the application PUBG but they can also play live on You-Tube. A game streamer 

is someone who records a game. Then, share the video through live streaming 

platforms on the internet. Nowadays, YouTube is very popular in society. 

According to Savitri (2017), YouTube is more popular because there are many 

kinds of YouTube channel, which are interesting and qualified. The increasing 

popularity of YouTube has also become a new reference for people to earn 

money. From that phenomenon, people are competing to make a YouTube 

channel, including gamers. It is a chance for them to make  YouTube content 

about the game. They can share how to be good players, how to know the skill 

and trick in the game.  
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The researcher chooses the Litomatoma YouTube channel because there 

are many contents about PUBG games videos displaying fight between males and 

females in the Litomatoma YouTube channel.  Therefore, the researcher is 

interested in analyzing the taboo words in the videos which have bad meaning in 

society. Litomatoma is an American who is a gamer’s content creator on YouTube 

or called a game steamer with six hundred forty-six subscribers. The researcher 

wants to analyze the English taboo words by PUBG gamers on Litomatoma 

YouTube channel using the theory of English taboo words by Bastistella (2005), 

they are; Ephitet, Profanity, Vulgarity, Obscenity, and the theory of function of 

English taboo words by Wardaugh (2006), they are; to draw attention to oneself, 

to show contempt, to be provocative. 

Several researchers have conducted a study of English taboo words. They 

investigate the use of English taboo words in various context, for example, the use 

of English taboo words in the movie from Rahmayani and Ftrawati (2018), 

Miarta, Muliana, and Mahayana (2019). Those previous studies only analyze the 

type and the function of English taboo words. The next one is the use of English 

taboo words in translation from Robati and Zand (2018). They also find the 

frequency type of English taboo words in a novel.  Another previous study is the 

use of English taboo words by both genders from Mohammadi, Roumiani, and 

Tabari (2014), Hashamdar (2018), and other studies. From those several previous 

studies, the researcher finds the gap in this research. The gap of this research is the 

researcher analyzes English taboo words used by PUBG gamers on Litomatoma 

YouTube channel. The researcher uses the theory of classification English taboo 
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words by Bastistella (2005) and the function of English taboo words by Wardaugh 

(2006). To make a difference from all previous studies, the present researcher 

shows the pattern of English taboo words used by male and female gamers.  

 

B. Research Questions  

Based on the background of the study, the research questions of this research 

are formulated as follows: 

1. What are the categories of English taboo words used by PUBG gamers? 

2. What are the functions of English taboo words used by PUBG gamers? 

3. How do males and females use English taboo words in the PUBG games? 

  

C. Objectives of the Sudy 

Related to the research questions, the objectives of this study are:  

1. To find out the categories of English taboo words used by PUBG gamers. 

2. To find out the functions of English taboo words used by PUBG gamers. 

3. To describe how males and females use English taboo words in the PUBG 

game.  

 

D. Significances of the Study 

The significance of this study is to give contributions both theoretically and 

practically, especially in the area of Sociolinguistics. Theoretically, the research is 

expected to give the example of English taboo word research, especially English 

taboo words used by PUBG gamers.   
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 Practically, this research will give information to the students and lecturers of 

the English Literature Departement of giving additional information about English 

taboo words in PUBG game, specifically, to give more information about the 

type, function, and the pattern of English taboo words used by PUBG gamers. For 

the next researchers, they can use this research as a reference to analyze English 

taboo words with different objects and theories.    

 

E. Scope and Limitation  

The scope of this research is the Sociolinguistic field because this research is 

analyzing the English taboo words used in PUBG game videos on Litomatoma 

YouTube channel. The researcher limits this research on the PUBG game videos 

by Litomatoma YouTube channel. Then, the researcher identifies the type, 

function, and pattern of English taboo words in the PUBG game videos.  

 

F. Definition of Key Terms   

To avoid misunderstanding for the readers in conceiving the terms in this 

research, the definition is given as follows:  

1. Taboo words: impolite and dirty words that are spoken by people. It relates to 

sex, religion, mother law, et cetera. which has very bad meaning and not worth 

saying. 

2. PUBG game: game online that can be played single or team.  The goal of this 

game is to collect the point. 

3. Gamers:  people who are playing games, both offline and online games. 
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4. Litomatoma: a YouTube channel of PUBG game videos. 

 

G. Previous Studies    

Several researchers have conducted a study of English taboo words in the 

movie. It was previously done by Miarta, Muliana, and Mahayana (2019) and 

Rahmayani and Fitrawati (2018). They investigate the type and function of 

English taboo words in the movie. Both of the research above use the same theory 

and method, but in the first research, the researchers combine the type theory of 

English taboo words by Jay (1992: 2) and Bastisttela (2005) and use qualitative 

and quantitative research as the method. While in the second research, the 

researchers only use Jay's (1992:2) theory and qualitative research as the method. 

In the function of English taboo words, both the research uses the same theory, 

which is the theory by Wardaugh (2006).  

Many researchers have conducted the English taboo words in the translation. 

It was previously done by Robati and Zand (2018), and Lovihandrie, Mujiyanto, 

and Sutopo (2018). They investigated the types of taboo terms and strategies 

applied in their translation in the novel. They use the different theory to answer 

the research questions, the first research the researchers uses the theory by 

Davoodi (2007) to investigate the strategies in translate taboo words in the novel 

and the categorization of the taboo by Cabrera’s (2014), while in the second 

research the researchers use Davoodi, Robinson, and Brownlie’s theory to 

investigate the strategies in translate taboo words in the novel and the 
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categorization of taboo by Batistella’s taboo. Both of the research above used the 

same method that is descriptive qualitative research.    

The next previous study is an analysis of English taboo words in song lyric by 

Puti, Sembiring, and Imranuddin (2019), and Affini (2017). They investigate the 

type, function, and meaning of English taboo words which is contained in a song 

lyric. They use a different theory. The first research uses Timothy Jay’s theory to 

identify the type of English taboo words, and the second research the researcher 

uses Bastistella theory to identify the type, function, and meaning of English 

taboo words. They use the different method, the first research is the descriptive 

qualitative method, and the second research is quantitative research.      

The other previous study is an analysis of English taboo words among students 

at university by Mohammadi, Roumiani, and Tabari (2014). They investigate 

using English taboo words among university students by both genders. In this 

study, they use taboo words theory by Ekstrӧm’s theory (2008) to analyze the 

English taboo word used by male and female in the university. They are using 

qualitative research to be their method. The result of this study shows that males 

in their friends’ community do not consider using taboo words as something bad 

or a disrespecting sign, because they know the situations and their friends well. In 

this case, females do not use taboo words like males, this kind of behavior reveals 

that females in most situations do not like to use taboo words and consider it as a 

stigmatizing sign in someone’s behavior.  
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The last previous study is an analysis of English taboo words by Mohammad, 

Hashamdar, and Rafi (2018), the title is English taboo words used by males and 

females when they are in an angry mood. They investigate the relationship 

between social identity and using taboo words by males and females to express 

their anger. In this study, they use taboo words theory by Wardhaugh and Fuller 

(2015) to analyze the English taboo word used by males and females to express 

their anger. They are using quantitative research to be their method in this study. 

The result of the study is to confirm that the percentage of using taboo language 

by male characters, in different social identities, was much more than that of 

female characters. On the other hand, by dividing the participants into two groups 

of those who had a university degree, and those with no university degree, the 

researcher concluded that both male and female participants with a university 

degree used less taboo words than those without a university degree. 

From all the previous studies above, the researcher concludes that there is a 

previous study explaining English taboo words by both genders. They are English 

taboo words by males and females among university students and the use of 

English taboo words when they are in an angry mood used by male and female. 

This research is similar to the last two previous studies above, the researchers 

discuss English taboo words by both genders but, in different theories and objects. 

In this study, the researcher used the theory of type of English taboo words by 

Bastistella (2005) and the function of English taboo words by Wardhaugh (2006), 

The object of this research is the PUBG game videos on Litomatoma YouTube 

channel. 
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H. Research Method  

This part explains about research design, research, data and data source, data 

collection and data analysis.  

1. Research Design 

This research used descriptive qualitative research design to analyze the data 

about types and functions of English taboo words used by male and female PUBG 

gamers in videos on Litomatoma YouTube channel. This research is categorized 

as a descriptive qualitative method since the data is in the form of words than a 

number. According to Bodgen and Taylor (1991: 3) cited in (Wibowo, 2008),  

they stated that the qualitative method is the research procedure which is the result 

in descriptive data including written and spoken words from the object of the 

study. The researcher used this method because the researcher wanted to describe 

the utterances of English taboo words in the PUBG videos game on YouTube 

channel.  

 

2. Research Instrument 

In this research, the researcher was the key instrument. The researcher 

analyzed and interpreted the data by herself without involving other instruments. 

Therefore, the researcher was the only one who did this research to collect 

information and interpret English taboo words among PUBG games by male and 

female gamers.  
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3. Data and Data Source  

The data source of this research is PUBG game videos that are uploaded on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel. The researcher found the data source from 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxSqpCebexmeMUsvHvpypkg/videos. 

There are 15 PUBG game videos containing male's and female's utterances when 

they are playing PUBG game on Litomatoma YouTube channel. The data are the 

utterances of PUBG gamers, which consist of various utterances containing 

English taboo words.  

 

4. Data Collection  

The researcher collected the data through several steps. First, the researcher 

watched the Litomatoma YouTube channel 

from:https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxSqpCebexmeMUsvHvpypkg/videos. 

Second, the researcher found 137 videos from that channel and selected videos 

which contained males and females when they were playing PUBG games. Third, 

the researcher found 15 videos that contained males and females on Litomatoma 

YouTube channel. Fourth, the researcher watched 15 videos,  transcripted, and the 

last was the researcher printed out the transcript, and then underlined the 

utterances that contained English taboo words by Bastistella (2005).  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxSqpCebexmeMUsvHvpypkg/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxSqpCebexmeMUsvHvpypkg/videos
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5. Data Analysis 

In data analysis, the researcher analyzed 15 PUBG game videos on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel. After the researcher collected the data, the 

researcher then conducted several steps to analyzed the data. Firstly, the 

researcher classified the type of English taboo words by Bastistella’s (2005) 

theory and the function of English taboo words by Wardhaugh’s (2006) theory. 

After that, the researcher classified the type and function and analyzed the 

pattern of English taboo words used by male and female gamers in PUBG game 

videos by Litomatoma YouTube channel. Finally, researcher concluded the 

whole analysis.  
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

This chapter explores the review of related literature containing several 

theories to guide the process of this research. It consists of some sections: 

Sociolinguistics, language and gender, taboo, the definition of taboo words, 

classification of taboo (taboo epithet, taboo profanity, taboo vulgarity, taboo 

obscenity), the function of taboo words, and PUBG game.  

 

A. Sociolinguistics 

Sociolinguistics is an interdisciplinary science between sociology and 

Linguistics, two fields of empirical science that are closely related. Sociology is 

an objective and scientific study of people in society, institutions, and social 

processes that exist in society. According to Wardaugh and Fuller (2015), 

Sociolinguistics is the study of our everyday lives-how language functions in  

daily interactions and the media that we are exposed to, and the existence of social 

norms, policies, and laws that discuss language.  

Trudgill (2000) proposes that Sociolinguistics is a part of linguistics which is 

connected with language as a social and cultural phenomenon. The way people 

speak is determined by the social context in which their speaking takes place. 

People use language is fitting for the situation they are talking to, who they are 

talking to, and how close their relationship with the listeners are. People can 

express their message in different ways or different language varieties concerning 

these factors. In several nations, including America and Britain, language 
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differences along racial, cultural, and social lines have become too obvious 

(Holmes, 2001). Sociolinguistics is concerned with understanding why people talk 

differently in different social environments, defining language's social role, and 

identifying how it is used to communicate social meanings. 

 According to Holmes (2001), Sociolinguistics is to study the relationship 

between language and society. They are interested in explaining why we speak 

differently in different social contexts. They are concerned with identifying the 

social function of language and the ways it is used to convey social meaning. 

Examining how people use language in different social contexts provides a wealth 

of information about the way language works, as well as about social relationships 

in a community, and how people signal aspects of their social identity through 

their language. There are some potential connections between linguistic and 

society  

The first potential connection is that social structure may either affect 

linguistic structure and actions or decide it. There are; to support this view: the 

trend of age classification by which young children talk differently from mature 

adults; studies showing that the language varieties used by speakers represent 

things such as geographical, social or ethnic origin or, likely, gender; and other 

studies showing that certain social requirements highly influence particular ways 

of speaking, choices of words and even rules of speech.  

The second possible connections is directly opposite to the first: linguistic 

structure and behavior may either affect the social structure or decide it. The third 

possible is that it has a bi-directional effect: language and culture will affect one 
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another. One variant of this approach is that this influence is dialectical. The 

fourth possibility is to assume that there is no relationship at all between linguistic 

structures and that each is independent of the other. A variation of this possibility 

would be to suggest that while there might be any such relationship, there are 

attempts to describe it, considering what we know about both language and 

culture, being premature.  

 

B. Language and Gender 

The ways of using various languages and the social role of men and women 

speaking those languages include the major topic in sociolinguistic. According to 

Brizendine (2006), in his book Female Brain women could spend around 20,000 

words in a day while a man only uses around 7,000 words. In reality, if we make a 

mistake about something at school, college, office, etc. Definitely, our mother is 

the first person who will get angry, and she will produce words more than our 

father.  

Male and female have different language characteristics in terms of produce 

language, vocabulary, choosing topics, structure, and so on. Coulmas (2005) also 

claims that between male and female they are different in selecting vocabularies 

because naturally, they are different. Certain words are only found in the 

conversation between male and conversely. Female often uses certain words. For 

example, the words diet is a word that is often identified with female because they 

do that to look slimmer, which is considered a symbol of beauty. Also, according 

to Lakoff (1973) the female prefers to use color words like mauve, beige, 
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aquamarine, lavender, and magenta, but most males do not. She also maintains 

that adjectives such as adorable, charming, divine, lovely, and sweet are also 

commonly used by female but only very rarely by male. Women are also said to 

have their own vocabulary for emphasizing certain effects on them, words and 

expressions such as so good, such fun, exquisite, lovely, divine, precious, 

adorable, darling, and fantastic. 

According to Levine and Adelman (1993), they argue that American women 

traditionally have an indirect to speak more politely and softly than men in 

requests, expressing criticism, and expressing opinions. However, when 

discussing issues relating to emotions and feelings, women are more direct. 

Besides,  forms of language used by male and female differ in all speech 

communities. Female is considered more polite than male. To make it clear, 

according to Wardaugh (2006), female talks referred to self, emotions, 

relationships with others, home and family were the corresponding categories. It's 

also stated that women use more polite types and more compliments than men. In 

doing so, they said to try harmony with others to preserve social relationships.  

In social interaction, men and women have different interests in choosing their 

topics. When men are talking, they are more likely to choose the topics of politics, 

economy, stocks, sports, and current news. Meanwhile, women have more interest 

in talking about family affairs, such as the education of children, clothes, cooking, 

fashion, etc. Women’s talk is associated with the home and domestic activities, 

while males are associated with the outside world and economic activities. Thus, 

while there is a popular prejudice that women talk more than men, empirical 
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studies of several social situations such as committee meetings and internet 

discussion groups have shown the opposite to be true. Women may talk more on 

informal occasions than men, but they surely play the second role informal 

occasions and tend to speak less than men. Sociolinguists studied women’s silence 

in public situations as well as the linguistic work they do in their partnerships 

(Spender, 1980). Besides these differences, other sex-linked differences exist, 

such as women and men may have different paralinguistic systems and move and 

gesture differently. 

Differences in language between male and female in more detail are stated by 

(Sumarsono & Partana, 2002). He argued that men and female differed in many 

ways, such as limb movements and facial expressions, voice and intonation, 

phonemes, and various languages (the case of the West Indies. In some places, it 

was found that there were differences in words used by male and female in the 

case of using taboo words.  (the case of American Indians in Bolivia), 

conservative and innovative (cases of American Indian languages) and changes in 

word forms (cases of Chukchi, Siberian), and women were also stated to be 

inclined to use a high variety of languages, and men use a variety of vernacular to 

better show the virility.  

 

C. Taboo 

 The terms ‘Taboo’ was first used by Captain Cook when he went to Tahiti in 

the late 18th century. According to Allan and Burridge (2006), the word Taboo or 

Tongan denotes dangerous individuals, objects, or acts and must be avoided. 

Many people will never employ words of this type, and most others will only use 
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them in a restricted set of situations. Taboo is related to something that is avoided 

and forbidden to talk about. Taboo derives from social restrictions on one's 

behavior that can lead to fear, damage, and injury. Since it refers to unease, hurt, 

and injury, people in society are supposed to avoid a vulgar-sensitive taboo 

(Trudgill, 2000). 

 To make it clear, according to Trudgill (2000), taboo may be characterized as 

having to do with behavior that is supposed to be supernaturally prohibited or 

regarded as immoral or improper; it deals with behavior that is prohibited or 

inhibited in an apparently irrational manner. In language, the taboo is associated 

with things that are not said, and specific words and expressions that are not used. 

There is a close connection between taboo behavior and taboo language, in 

keeping with the above point. Both are banned since, in some situations, they are 

considered unethical. Supporting the idea by (Fairman, 2009)  he claims that 

every society has its own particular taboo act and taboo words. 

  Taboo acts are related to any behaviors that should be avoided, while taboo 

words related to any phrases that should not be uttered. These are known as some 

taboo acts are refer to taboo words, and others do not. The example of taboo acts 

are Sexual attraction or relations with people of the same gender (homosexuality), 

certain gestures are considered obscene (gestures), showing body parts for sexual 

excitement (pornography), speaking negatively about someone of another race 

(bigotry), this is practiced by Jews for religious reasons (circumcision), etc. while 

the example of taboo words are (shit, hell, fuck, damn, Jesus Christ, goddamn, 

ass, bitch, oh my god, and sucks).  In this study researcher only focuses on taboo 
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words rather than taboo act because the researcher would analyze taboo words 

that are uttered by PUBG Gamers. 

 

1. The definition of Taboo Words   

Overall, people refer to taboo words as offensive terms that should not be used 

in everyday conversation because they can create a startling impact on the person 

who hears them. Linguists such as Diez in (Mashita, 2016) also supported the idea 

that some people categorized taboo words as the words that have terrible meaning 

since they contain any substance that is cruel and inappropriate so that they should 

be avoided. In different societies, it may be hard for an individual to understand 

taboo words if they do not belong to a particular society that shares the same 

values. Therefore, they argue that taboo words are words that should not be used 

entirely or at least prohibited in a particular environment or respectful situation. 

This means that any person who belongs to different cultures with different values 

should not talk about words that can scare them, particularly in polite 

conversations, to avoid any misunderstanding. 

Another linguist defines that taboo words must be avoided. (Mbaya, 2002) 

who states that taboo words are any kind of word or expression in one language 

that is characterized by their inappropriateness, appalling character, and lack of 

morality that should be avoided so as not to harm the other member of society. 

Those linguists may suggest that it is important to avoid taboo words because they 

consist of strong and vulgar language. When words containing sacred roles are 

spoken in the context of sacred ceremonies, however, they may be tabooed. For 
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example, words like Jesus Christ or being cursed by God are acceptable to use in a 

religious sense, such as in the Church or when discussing religion. However, 

when they are uttered in external formal circumstances that are used to shock, 

offend, or criticize others such as Jesus Christ, they may become taboo, you are so 

God-Damn stupid! Taboo words have cultural parallels but often differ from 

culture to culture. In other cultures, what is considered to be taboo words in one 

culture may become a norm; hence, in the next section, the researcher gives a 

brief explanation of the classification of taboo words.  

 

2. The Classification of  Taboo Words 

Batistella (2005) suggests four types of taboo words, i.e., epithets, profanity, 

vulgarity, and obscenity. Each of the types is explained in this section.  

a. Epithet  

Epithet is characterized by the existence of several types of slurs, such as bitch 

and fag. Other references that are included as epithet are connected to race, 

ethnicity, gender, sexuality, one's appearance, and disabilities such as nigger, 

midget, and retard, motherfucker, tit-man (Batistella, 2005).  Jay (in Doyle 2006) 

defines epithet as a short but strong blast of passionate language which is 

triggered by frustration or anger such as son of a bitch.  

b. Profanity  

According to Batistella (2005), profanity can be categorized as religious 

cursing because it usually includes the foul-mouthed use of what is considered to 

be sacred. Being more detail, Jay in Doyle (2006) describes profanity as the 
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expression involving the use of religious terms in a profane, secular, or uncaring 

manner. The aim of the speaker is not to vilify God or anything connected with 

religion, but it may be used to express an emotional response to certain motives. 

The words that belong to this type are Jesus Christ, hell, damn, goddamn. 

Profanity is a religious term that usually leads to irrelevant words related to 

the use of the name of God or Deity and other religious terms. According to 

Battistella (2005), profanity involves the rough use of what is considered sacred. 

The range of it is wide, from a mild hell or damn to a more emphatic goddamn 

(Ningjue, 2010). Moreover, Jay (1992) describes An example of profanity would 

be a word or phrase which seeks not to denigrate God, religion or holly affairs but 

would be based more on ignorance of or indifference to these matters. The 

common profanity expression employing religious terminology are Jesus fucking 

Christ, hell you, goddamn, and holly shit. What needs to be highlighted is that the 

purpose of profanity is not to vilify God or something related to religion. 

Profanity is commonly used to express emotional felling to certain motives. 

c. Obscenity  

Obscenity refers to expressions that are prohibited from public use since they 

involve repulsion to the sense, abhorrent, impolite, and detestable to morality 

(Jay, in Doyle, 2009). Moreover, according to Batistella (2005), obscenity is 

defined as words or expressions which involve sex differentiating anatomy or 

sexual and excretory function that usually uttered roughly. The words that belong 

to this type are fuck and shit. 
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d. Vulgarity  

Vulgarity and obscenity have the same reference, especially to words or 

expressions that contain sexual anatomy and excretory function in a rough 

manner. (Batistella, 2005). The difference between vulgarity and obscenity is 

usually related to the level of prurience. Jay (in Mercury, 1995) asserts that 

vulgarity is used to humiliate or bring down the thing or individual referred to or 

described. The words that belong to this type are such as ass, tit, cock, dick, and 

cunt.  

 

3. The Function of Taboo Words  

Wardaugh (2006) suggests four types of taboo words, i.e., to draw attention to 

oneself, to show contempt, to be provocative, to mock authority.  Each of the 

types is explained in this section.  

a. To draw attention to oneself 

Sometimes people utter taboo words to get the attention of the listener. 

According to Edward (in Mc Guire 1973: 5-6) explains that the speakers should 

gain interest through the use of strong, powerful language whose connotation can 

stimulate an instant reaction from the audience. Therefore, people use taboo words 

that are believed to have power in gaining the listener's attention because of its 

strong connotation.  

Here is an example: 

  Sol: What the fuck are you doing? The fucking car just died.  

  Cheddar: I told you stupid-ass niggas not to be doing' that shit.  
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In the conversation above, Sol tries to draw his friend’s attention because 

he feels that his friend is afraid that the police will catch him. So, he yells to his 

friend by saying “What the fuck are you doing?” to get the attention so that his 

friend can calm down To show contempt 

The use of taboo words in a conversation between two people can also 

mean to show contempt. According to Oxford Advance, Learner's Dictionary 

(1995: 249), contempt means the impression in which a person or maybe 

something is useless and cannot be regarded. In other words, when someone tries 

to show contempt by using taboo words, he or she will insult the addressee by 

uttering words that can offend their pride.  

Here is an example: 

Cheddar:  I told you stupid-ass niggas not to be doing' that shit 

Sol :  That rifle ain't mine. I don't want to go to jail. 

 

In the conversation above, it is clear that Cheddar’s utterance using taboo 

words ass, niggas, is functioned to show contempt because he feels angry at Sol. 

Cheddar thinks that Sol brings a rifle, which is actually not his belonging. The 

taboo word “niggas” is another form of the word nigger, which means to insult 

black people's race.  

 

c. To be provocative 

When someone utters taboo words, he or she may have an intention to 

provoke a certain response such as violation or anger from others. This is in line 

with Rothwell (in Fitzgerald 2007: 17), who says that verbal obscenity can be the 
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most efficient symbolic process offered to protester intended for inviting chaotic 

reaction. Taboo words are considered successful when the response is suitable for 

the speaker's expectation.  

Here is an example: 

Jimmy: I told you not to fucking sign me up. What the fuck?   

David: You want to fight me now, huh?  

 

In the conversation above, Jimmy feels angry with David since he signs 

Jimmy up to a rap battle without his permission. Jimmy feels annoyed with 

David’s act so that he utters the word fuck to provoke David’s anger. David seems 

angry, and he wants to fight with Jimmy. In this conversation, Jimmy successfully 

provokes David’s anger.  

 

d. To mock authority 

Sometimes people use taboo words when they are not satisfied with public 

images such as government and institutions. Rothwell (in Mc Guire, 1973: 6) 

asserts that verbal obscenity communicates a significant hatred for society's rule, a 

rebellion against power, as well as impertinence for things that are considered 

sacred. In other words, people used taboo words because they want to express 

their disappointment about a reality that is different from what they have 

expected. Therefore, some people may prefer to use certain taboo words that are 

directed to mock authority to show their disbelief about governmental stuff.  

Here is an example: 

Hoot : Once that first bullet goes past your head, politics 

              and all that shit just goes right out the window.  
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Steele:  I just want to do it right today.  

 

 

In the conversation above, the taboo word shit denotes that Hoot is so sick of 

politics and stuff related to it. To mock the political situation in his country, he 

uttered the words shit to emphasize his disappointment towards the political 

situation.  

D. Male and Female Gamers  

  

When playing online games, the interaction between teams is very important 

so that a victory is achieved in this PUBG game, available voice chat where 

players can interact directly with other players to coordinate and find out the 

position of the team and direct each other. But in its use, voice chat is often 

misused to mock each other, even though they don't know each other. 

In general, according to Wicaksono (2019),  gamers like to shout and harsh 

words when playing games online on smartphones or computers. He explains that 

the sounds and curse words issued when playing a game to give a warning of 

danger to the enemy or upset the enemy or just to just enliven at once overflowing 

emotions or the atmosphere that is shared. They regard it as normal among them. 

Therefore, when we meet with our friends at the office, campus, etc. when they 

are playing games busy themselves with the game and utters the taboo words. 

Sometimes they are utterances of harsh words such as fuck, shit, bitch, etc. not 

worth saying in our society. 

According to Enery and Xiao (2003), the results of their study show that men 

use the word "fuck" and its derivatives are twice as many as women. Therefore, 

when playing online games, men tend to use taboo words like fuck to express 
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being frustrated or angry. While women can still control their anger without 

saying the taboo words. The word taboo is considered aggressive behavior related 

to emotional expression (Jansachewitz, 2008). The tendency of men to express the 

word strong taboo more than women underlines that men are generally more 

aggressive than women, and men's brains have a tendency to create more 

aggressive behavior than women's brains. Correspondingly, neuroanatomy in the 

human brain shows that male having a much smaller volume of the orbital frontal 

cortex than women and women having a far greater orbitofrontal-to-amygdala 

ratio than men.  

Brendan Greene from Ireland establishes a PUBG game. PUBG 

PlayerUnkown's Battlegrounds is one of a game that includes gaming battle royal 

genre (Philips, 2018). The game battle royal genre is involving around to 

hundreds of players, who start with minimal equipment and then they have to 

eliminate all of their enemies while avoiding being trapped outside a shrinking 

"safe area", with the winner being the last surviving player or team (Wikipedia , 

n.d.). In this PUBG game, players can play solo, duo, and squad against their 

enemies. 

When players start the game, they will jump from an airplane and use 

parachutes to various locations. A white circle indicating the play zone will 

appear, and the players must follow into the circle of the play zone. The PUBG 

play zone will be renewed and shrink when the circle time reaches zero, making 

some areas unsafe. Players who are outside in the white circle (play zone) they 

will bleed and die, then the white circle will shrink continuously and make all the 
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remaining players in the final circle fight to out to become the last player and win 

a chicken dinner (Cube, 2018). Chicken dinner is a party to celebrate the victory 

for PUBG gamers. 

There are two kinds of PUBG games, namely PUBG game mobile and PUBG 

games PC. PUBG game mobile follows the trend of mobile games by 

implementing a rank system that you can increase when you play the game. This 

ranking system might aim to adjust game against other players who have the same 

rank or the same skill and also so that the game becomes fair and your experience 

is better. Whereas in PUBG Personal Computer (PC) which is the rank system 

does not exist and maybe it causes everyone to be put into an unfair game and 

makes the level of beginner player's game more difficult genre (Philips, 2018). 
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CHAPTER III 

FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this chapter, the results of the research are presented in detail on the 

findings and discussion section. The results answer the objectives of this research 

are to identify and to describe the types of English taboo words by Bastistella 

(2005), the functions of English taboo words by Wardaugh (2006), and the pattern 

of English taboo words used by male and female in PUBG Game videos on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel. 

A. Finding 

This section describes the findings of the research on taboo words uttered by 

PUBG gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel. From the analysis process, total 

of data collected in this research is 132 data. There are 82 data of obscenity, 21 

data of vulgarity, 24 data of profanity, and 9 data of Epithet. Based on the 

function of English taboo words by Wardaugh (2006), there are 95 data to draw 

attention to oneself, 44 data to show contempt, and 13 data to be provocative.  

The next is explain detail type of English taboo words according to Bastistella 

(2005), and function of English taboo words according to Wardaugh (2006) and 

give some example of the type and function of English taboo words. However, all 

of the analysis of type and function of English taboo words in the videos PUBG 

gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel are shown in Appendix 1. The data of 

the pattern of English taboo words used by male and female PUBG game on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel are shown in Appendix 2.  
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1.  Types of English Taboo Words  

From the analysis of the type of English taboo words by Bastistella (2005), the 

data collected in this research are 132 data and are displayed in Appendix 1. There 

are 4 types of English taboo words produced by PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma 

YouTube channel. They are obscenity, profanity, vulgarity, and epithet. The detail 

explanations are as follows: 

a. Obscenity  

Obscenity is the most dominant type used by PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma 

YouTube channel. Obscenity is defined as words or expressions which involve 

sex differentiating anatomy or sexual and excretory function that usually uttered 

roughly. The words that belong to this type are fuck and shit. Obscenity and 

vulgarity have the same reference, but both of them are different. The distinction 

between obscenity and vulgarity is related to the level of prurience. It is assumed 

that obscenity is forbidden from public use because it includes repulsion to the 

mind, hatred, impolite, and morality detestable. 

In videos of PUBG games on Litomatoma YouTube channel, obscenity 

appears 82 data. There 44 data are produced by male, and 28 data is produced by 

the female, and the researcher will give only 4 data of them are presented below.  

Datum 1:  

Female: Add me on Snapchat. 

Male 1: What is your Snapchat girl? 

Female: Its lemon stealing with two G’S 

Male 1: Lemon stealing with two G’S? 

Female: Yeah lemon stealing, ah huh 

Male 1: Thot!! She is a fucking thot 
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The conversation occurred when they were playing the PUBG game in the 

home. They were many people there, and they decided to be a team. The female 

said there was a male who has sound hot. Because of that, she asked them to 

followed her snap chat. One of them, the male 1, received her and asked, what is 

your account, Snapchat girl? After the male 1 asked it, suddenly, the female shot 

the male 1 and the male 1 uttered the word fucking to her.  

The dialog above contains obscenity type because male 1 uttered the word 

fucking which describes a sexual activity in literal meaning. According to Oxford 

dictionary, the word fuck means have sex with somebody. This is suitable with the 

theory of obscenity that the word fuck is related to an act of sexuality.  The male 1 

uttered the word fucking toward the female who is trusted that they are in a team. 

The male 1 felt disappointed because she shot him. To show his expressions, he 

gave a negative responsed to her. Moreover, he felt angry with her. Another data 

is shown as follows.  

Datum 2:  

Male 2: Bye, we are cannibals, yeah fucking these people. I will come  

            with you guys.  

Male 1: Yeah, you can join us. 

 

 

The conversation takes place in the rooftop. In this game, males 1, 2, 5, and 

female were a team. There were six people in their group, but only Male 1, 2, 5, 

and female were talking in the rooftop. When they were in the rooftop, the male 5 

took his weapon. The female said, “Don’t take it, it is dangerous.” but he still put 

outside. The male 3 also put outside a smoke too much. The male 1 asked “What’s 
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going on in this smoke?” The male said “No wonder it was yellow.” The male 1 

was curious to them what they were doing there, and he thought that it is a party. 

Because the condition was very curious, the female shot the male 5, and he 

shocked, why me? Male 1 and the female directly leave them because they were 

not trusted to male 3 and 4. While male 2 followed male 1 and female. He felt the 

same thing and uttered the word fucking to them  .  

In the dialog, the male 2 uttered the word fucking to people in the rooftop, 

which is include to obscenity type. The word fuck is one of the strongest and most 

controversial taboo words in English because it refers to the act of sexual 

intercourse. It is considered as offensive and unacceptable in polite situations 

because it is lack of morality. According to oxford dictionary the word fuck 

means have sex with somebody. This is suitable with the theory of obscenity that 

the word fuck is related to an act of sexuality.  The following data of obscenity is 

used by female, which is presented below.   

Datum 3 

 
Female: Chace, is that actually you? 

Male 1: yeah, there is only one Chace in the world so. 

Female: Wait, Chace. Do you remember that time in elementary school,    

when you said that umm that I would not have any friends? I just want 

you to know Chace. You were fucking right dude. 

 

 

The dialogue happened when Chace came as a new member of their team. 

Chace introduced himself to others. The male 1 said he was such a good name.  

Chace was friendly; that’s why they accepted Chace as their team.  In the middle 

of the conversation, the female remembered one of her friends when she was in 

elementary school. She remembered that there was one of her friends named is 
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Chace, and she tried to make sure it and asked Chace. Are you Chace? Chace 

response, yes, I am. Just only one Chace in this world. The female laughed after 

heared it. Then the female told others when she was in Elementary School. She 

would not have any friends.  For a long time, this statement answer by female and 

said taboo word fucking that is true when she was in elementary school. She 

would not have many friends in school.  

The dialogue above contains obscenity type because the female uttered the 

word fucking, which described a sexual activity in the verb meaning, but in this 

context the word fuck meaning as interjection used to express anger, disgust, 

peremptory rejection, etc. According to oxford dictionary the word fuck means 

have sex with somebody. This is suitable with the theory of obscenity that the 

word fuck is related to an act of sexuality.  Another datum is shown below.  

 

Datum 4 

 
Male 5: Ahh, I have not got a gun.  

Male 6: I fuck them. I will fuck them, oh never mind.  

Female: yeah fuck them hard  

 

 

The dialogue happened in the yard when they were playing PUBG. The 

players consisted of male 1, 5, 6, and female. In the middle of the game, the male 

1 said, looked at 300 m. Some players were trying to kill their team. They were 

shocked and uttered the word fuck to show their anger. The male 1, 5, 6, and the 

female were running up towards them. The enemy has still shot them. They have 

to make strategied to kill the enemy, but the enemy was too hard for them because 

they come early. Their team never had any strategy before. The male 1 tried to 
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lead this accident, and the male 1 asked the others to save the girl. The male 1 

decided to asked the enemy to be friendly, but they were not willing. They were 

still shot the male 1’s team. The male1’s team tried to survive from the enemy, but 

they were stronger than the male 1’s team. Finally, they fell one by one, and the 

game is over. The male 1’s team was failed.  

The conversation above contains the type of English taboo word that is 

obscenity because the male and female utter the taboo word fuck where that word 

has a bad meaning  and is not good use in daily conversation  because the 

meaning of  fuck is an act of sexuality. According to Oxford dictionary, the word 

fuck means having sex with somebody. This is suitable with the theory of 

obscenity that the word fuck is related to an act of sexuality.   

 

b. Vulgarity  

Vulgarity differs from the other two above forms since it relates to words or 

phrases describing sexual anatomy and the role of excretory in rough words like 

ass, tit-man, cock, dick, and cunt. Vulgarity is assumed to be demonstrated as the 

street language. Hence the usage of vulgar language is typically a thing or a 

person to humiliate or put down. 

In the videos, PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel the researcher 

finds 21 data which male and 13 data produce 8 data are produced by female and 

4 of them are presented below 
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Datum 5 

 
Male 5: Why you touch penis dude, what you are doing. 

Female: Oh My god.  

Male 1: Sometime happened, sometimes happened  

Male 5: stop that! 

 

 

The males 1, 5, and the female are a team. When they were walking in the  

area, they found a house. The male 1 invited his team to came to the house. There 

was a bad in the house. When they were in the house, they heard that there was a 

team fighting outside, so they decided to stay in the house to hide. They were 

afraid if they go to the house, they would meet the team and kill the male 1’s 

team. To spend their time in the house, they were talking to each other and made a 

joke. The female is sat down in the chair while the 2 males were in bed. The 

female said that they were so cute when they are together in bed. In the middle of 

the conversation, the male 1 made a joke with touching the penis of the male 5. 

The male 5 shocks and utters the taboo word penis. The female just laughed to see 

them; they were so funny.   

There is a taboo word penis that can be categorized as vulgarity type in the 

conversation above. The word penis is a vulgar term that refers to the human male 

genital organ. Penis refers to a excretory functions,  The word penis is uttered by 

the male 5 in video 3 when it makes a conversation with male 1 and female. The 

dialogue happens while they were playing PUBG in the room. This is suitable 

with the theory of vularity that the word penis is related to expressions that 

contain sexual anatomy. 
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The next datum of vulgarity is also found in video 10 used by male 2 

during the playing PUBG.  

Datum 6 
 

Male 2: wait, where boobies? 

Male 3: Hello? 

Male 2: I was promised . Yeah, where are the boobies? 

Male 3: They are coming. She is landing.  

Male 2: right, I see her on top  

 

The males 2, 3 were in the same team. Before landing to the area the male 2 

asked to their team that there are nudes at the farm and responded by his team 

“Are you sure?”  The male 3 told that there were boobies. The male 2 answered 

“yes” and directly they land at the farm to look for boobies. After they landed, 

there were no boobies to be found. The boobies refer to a female. The male 2 

found the boobies or female in the rooftop. They came near to the female and told 

there was a real boobies. The female was happy to see them. They were friendly. 

The male was so glad, if there was a girl joined their team. The males were trying 

to asked the girl if they can join their team. The female was thinking twice about 

that. She was afraid that the male would kill her. The male tried to make sure to 

convinced her and make her trusted them that they would not kill her. They would 

protect the girl. Finally, the female wanted to join in their team gladly.  

The datum above is related to vulgarity because the word boobies refers to a 

sexual organ of human being. The word boobies also refers to the woman because 

the woman have boobies. The dialogue above happened when the female come to 

their team. This is suitable with the theory of vularity that the word Boobies is 
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related to expressions that contain sexual anatomy. Then, the datum of vulgarity 

can be seen from female who is presented below:  

Datum 7 

Female: Dude I’m just trying to get dick down, like can you please.add 

me on Snapchat. That all I want. Guys is this duo or squads?  
Male1: Wow, a chick dude. 

Female: Is this duo or squads?  

 

The female was so glad to join in the males’ team and so excited. The female 

asked them, “do they have a Snapchat?” the male 1 responded by saying yes. The 

female asked what the account of their Snapchat are. The female asked because 

she wanted to continue the communication with the males in another place, not 

only in PUBG. Because of that, she asked them to follow her Snapchat. When she 

looked at her Snapchat, there were no people who followed her Snapchat yet.  To 

make sure whether male has followed her Snapchat, she asked again to the males 

“if they were done following her Snapchat?” There are no males respond to her 

because they focus on their game. She is getting angry, because of that, she 

uttered the taboo word dick to them. The male was aware that she was mad at 

them, and directly they followed her Snapchat so that she was not angry with 

them again.  

The example above is related to vulgarity because the word dick refers to the 

sexual organ of a human being. The word dick is a vulgar term that refers to the 

human male genital organ The word dick is uttered by the female in video 2 when 

she makes a conversation with the male 1 and other male there. The dialogue 

happens while they are playing PUBG in the field. She uttered the word dick 

because the males there does not responded her when she asked “do they have a 
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Snapchat?”and she felt angry. This is suitable with the theory of vularity that the 

word dick is related to expressions that contain sexual anatomy. Another datum of 

vulgarity is uttered by female in video 6:  

Datum 8 

 
Male 1: Yeah, you can join us.  

Female: Yeah you are fun, you got a massive cock so that you can come 

with us. 

Male 1: Alright, we will steal him! We will steal him! Get in! Get in! Get 

in! They will shoot you. 

 

 

The male 1 and female were on the same team. They have 2 more players in 

their team, but they decided to kick them out from their team because there was 

something that made the male 1 and female fells suspicious. The example above is 

related to vulgarity because the word cock refers to a sexual organ of a human 

being. The word is uttered by female in video 6 when she made a conversation 

with the male 1 and other male there. The dialogue happens while they are playing 

PUBG in the field. 

When they were playing with ex-team in the roof-top, they throw a smoke. 

When the male 1 asked, “What is that?” There was no answer, and his ex-team 

still thrown a smoke. To avoid something like that happened again and eventually 

will male them killing each other, the male 1 and female decided to disband their 

old team and from their team. When the male 1 and the female go, male 3 also 

followed them. The male asked them that they want to be part of their team. The 

male 1 accepts that. 

In the dialog above, there is a vulgarity uttered by the famele. i.e cock. Cock 

refers to excretory function. According to oxford dictionary the word cock is 
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include to taboo word means penis. The female uttered the taboo words cock 

because she was glad that the decision of male 3 was true right to leave their ex-

team and joined her team.  This is suitable with the theory of vularity that the 

word cock is related to expressions that contain sexual anatomy.  

 

c. Profanity  

Profanity is the third kind of taboo terms. In the videos of PUBG Gamers on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel, there are 17 data of profanity to be found by male 

14 and 3 data by female. Profanity occurs when someone uses a profane religious 

term, secular or unartful manner such as Jesus Christ, damn, helll and Goddamn. 

Though the terminology is used in these ways, the intention of speaking, it is 

not to denigrate God or anything related to religion. In reality, the speaker intends 

to express an emotional reaction to certain stimuli. In Videos PUBG Gamers on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel, the most common profanity used in the characters 

talk about Damn, Hell, and Jesus Christ. Data of profanity can be seen below.  

Datum 9 

 
Male 1: Damn! 

Male 2: I like Kentucky guys with beards that is my type. 

Male 1: Really? That is your type; the whole world is Kentucky guys     

with beards. Well my fiancé like em   

Female: Emm. 

 

The dialogue happened when the males 1, 2, and the female landed in section 

2 of the game.  The male 2 told the female that the male 1 was very famous. The 

male 1 here was the Litomatoma. He said that he has a lot of subscribers on his 

YouTube channel. The female, shocked by his statement. The female does not 
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know who is Litomatoma. The male 2 also said that people who watched the 

video of Litomatoma YouTube channel around one million. The female 

responded, “it means that we will be in his video?” she is thrilled. The 

Litomatoma just laughed to hear that. In the middle of the conversation, the 

conversation the male 2 tells that he is from Kentucky. The female likes a boy 

from Kentucky. The Kentucky boy was her type and responded by male 1 by 

saying the word Damn because he does not like it. The Kentucky boy was the 

male who has a thick beard. She likes the Kentucky boy because they have a 

wonderful beard.  

In the conversation above, there is a taboo that is categorized as profanity 

type. The word belongs to profanity since damn is a word used in religious 

contexts like church. Usually, the word damn in a church is used when the priest 

explains to someone who is not following the way of life of Jesus Christ about 

condemnation. The word becomes taboo because it is used outside the formal 

circumstances where profanity is not permitted. Another datum of profanity is 

also found in the conversation of video 13.  

Datum 10 

  
Male 1: You dead? Oh god. We are losing her.  

Male 2: Someone stole my kill! 

Female: Oh, no!  

Male 2: How does no one know where I am?  I have shot so many bullets. 

Jesus Christ!!! 

Female: Hahaha. 

 

In the conversation above happened in video 13 the female is jealous of the 

male 2. When they were talking about Kentucky boy, the example above, male 2 

tells the whole of female in the world like male   with beards. Like his fiancé, she 
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likes a man with a beard. The male 1 answer the statement of the male 2 “what 

you mean fiancé? Do you have a fiancé? Responded by the male 2 by saying yes. 

The female who heard the same statement jealous to the male 2, and she said to 

the male 2 will you leaving your fiancé for me right now?” The male 2 responded 

by saying “no.”  After hearing the responses of the male 2 she was just stays 

silent. In the middle of the conversation, some players tried to kill the male 1, 2, 

and female. The male 1 hit back the enemy. The enemy was so far so that he was 

difficult to control his gun. The female tried to give guide and information to the 

male 1. The male said to the girl that the enemy is too difficult to shoot, but the 

female responds by saying, “he was so obvious.” Finally, there is a player who 

killed the enemy. He said,” someone stole my kill” Because of that, he uttered the 

word taboo, Jesus Christ.  He already fights to kill the enemy, but the enemy was 

killed by someone else. Another datum of profanity is uttered by a  female in 

video 10.  

Datum 11 
 

Male 3: Oh, look. How many people came for you? Oh, Noo! 

Female: Jesus Christ. 

 

In the dialogue above occurs at the top when the players want to land, the 

female asked the males there that she needs protection for someone after she 

landed on the mansion. The male 1 responds to her by saying, let him took her 

phone number, and he will call the girl and protect the girl from the enemy. And 

another male said deploy your parachutes. Unexpectedly the whole man on the top 

fall and deploy their parachutes landing to the girl. She was shocked by saying the 
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taboo word Jesus Christ. Many people care about the girl. She is happy and 

touched by this. The male 1 also shocked as he looked at the situation directly, 

many people came to the girl.  

The example above is related to religion because the word Jesus Christ uses to 

pray or when they worship in the church. The word Jesus Christ above is a taboo 

when it is used outside the formal occasion and, most importantly, does not use 

the term in a profane manner without taking into account that the term can be so 

sacred. Another datum of profanity uttered by female also found in the 

conversation of video 8 

Datum 12 
 

Male 1: You can join us. 

Female: Jesus  Christ, come on, George!! 

 

The conversation occurs in the fields. The male 1 and the female are in one 

team. The name of their team is Bro Squad.  When they are walking in the fields, 

they found a car and came near to the car. The male 1 asks him “Hey, bro, are you 

friendly? There are 2 people in the car, one of them named George. When they got 

out of the car, George directly shoots the Bro Squad. Male 1 said that they are not 

friendly.  The male 1 tries to talk smoothly with George to join Bro Squad and not 

kill each other. The Female utters the taboo word by saying Jesus Christ because 

she was angry and frustrated with him and finally decide to leave George.   

d. Epithet 

The epithet is the third kind of taboo terms. In the videos PUBG Gamers on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel, there are 6 data by male and 3 data for females. 
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Epithet incorporates a variety of slurs connected to race, ethnicity, gender, 

orientation, one's appearance and handicaps such as bitch, faggot, nigger, midget, 

retard, mother fucker, tit-man, and bitch kid. Epithet can occur because frustration 

or rage motivates the one who utters the word. He or she would also use an 

emotional expression by pronouncing the taboo words directed at someone else. 

In videos PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel, the epithet is shown 

only one word, that is bitch, which characterized the use of sexuality terms. Here 

is the example of epithet from the dialogue In Videos PUBG Gamers on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel.   

Datum 13 

 
Female:  I don’t think they respect women, oh no.  

Male 1:  you what’s up, Waddup bitch!  

Male 2:  what is a good girl?   

Female: oh what’s up?   

 

This conversation happened at the beginning of the game of video 2 where the 

female tries to say hello to people. Males are playing PUBG there. She is 

pessimist because usually the male disrespect of the female if there is a female 

playing PUBG and join in their team. Unexpectedly, the male there respected her. 

They say hello to her, ask the phone number, etc. before the female agreed to join 

playing PUBG with the males, she always greets the people there or, in other 

words looking for attention to the players. The first person who responds to her is 

male 1 by saying, ‘‘what’s up, Waddup bitch! ’’ The male utters that taboo word 

to make sure to the girl that there is somebody who respects her followed by other 

males they try to build the communication with the girl. Finally, they decide to be 

a team.  
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The dialogue above included the epithet as one of the taboo word forms since 

the male 1 utters the word bitch meaning sexuality. The taboo word bitch is a 

common insult in English, famous in hip-hop culture. Bitch means that if someone 

calls a bitch to a woman, they say in an obscene manner that they think her 

conduct was very nasty.  the male uttered the pharse waddup bitch.  This phrase is 

categorized as epithet as it is connected to disparagement of woman. Another 

datum of Epithet that uttered by a female is presented below.  

Datum 14 

 
Male 6: They are not Married. It's in 2018. You don’t need to be married 

to have a kid. 

Female: You want to be my wife?  

Male 6: Ah, she mays, or what?  

Female: I’m just looking for a hot bitch to mother my children, you know. 

 

The conversation occurs when they are on the plane and want to land in the 

fields. But, before landing, there was a debate on their team. They were debating 

about who would become a dad and mum in this game.  The male 6 offered 

himself became a dad, but the female did not accept. She wanted to be the dad in 

these games. The other males were not taking too. It is because there was no 

female became a dad before. The female still wanted to be the dad in this game. 

There is one to relent in this situation. They compare their age, who is the oldest, 

will be the dad in this game. Finally, male 1 became the dad in this game because 

he was born in 2015. Everybody accepted that except the female. On the other 

side, the male 4 accepted the female became the dad, and he offered himself to 

become the mum. The female responded to the male 4 statement that she is 

looking for a hot bitch to become the mum of her children. In the dialogue, the 
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female uttered the wor bitch.  This word is categorized as epithet as it is connected 

to disparagement of woman.   

  

2. The functions of English Taboo Words 

This section discusses the functions of English taboo words uttered by PUBG 

Gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel. The detailed explanations in this part 

answer the second research question stated in Chapter I. All four functions of 

taboo words, including to draw attention to oneself, to be provocative, to show 

contempt, and to mock authority. From the analysis of the function of English 

taboo words by Wardaugh (2006), the researcher found the data collected in this 

research are 132 data and are displayed in Appendix 1.  

The next part explains the detailed function of English taboo words by 

Wardaugh (2006). The whole function of English taboo words found in this study 

is written detail in appendix 1 at the table, which consists of 132 data function of 

English taboo words, and it used by male and female PUBG game in videos on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel. The whole of the type of English taboo words 

found in this study is written detail in the table of Appendix 1, which consists of 

132 types of English taboo words used by male and female PUBG Gamers on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel. The researcher will give 3 examples in each type 

of English taboo words.  

a. To Draw Attention to Oneself  

The draw attention to oneself is the most popular used by male and female 

PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel that appears 95 data. This 
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function occurred when someone is uttering a taboo word that has a strong 

connotation to draw the attention of listeners. Furthermore, the listeners would 

instantly respond to the speaker's utterance by using strong and powerful language 

such as taboo terms. Here are some examples of the function of English taboo 

words to draw attention to oneself.  

Datum 15 

 
Male 3: My friend finny here. He is still a virgin. 

Female: I’d rather not die.  

Male 2: can you change that? 

Female: oh yeah. 

Male 2: hehe. We just fucking murdered her. 

 

The conversation above occured at the beginning of the game when the 

players were still looking for a team. The female was the one who came first in 

the room. She greeted everybody in the room by saying, “Hello guys. I am a 

prostitute” She would do anything for a price. The male 2 responded to her 

friendliness. The female asked the males there “what I can do for you” please 

don’t shoot me. Let's be a friend”. The male 2 said to his friend that there was a 

girl here you want, and his friend came to the room.  The male 3 or Fizzy, who 

was the male 2 friend, said that “free head” it means that Fizzy could shot her 

head. Hearing the statement, the female became afraid and said, “please don’t kill 

me. I want to be a friend.” Fizzy ignored and ran to the girl. The male 2 asked 

Fizzy let being friend Fizzy.  Fizzy does not want to join because he never trusted 

a girl. Suddenly Fizzy shot the girls, and the male 2 uttered the words fucking to 

give attention to the other players there that Fizzy was the only one who wanted to 

kill girls.  
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In the dialogue, the male 2 said the taboo word fucking to gain the player's 

attention because it seems that the male 2 just wanted to kill a female player in 

this game. The male 2 uttered the word emotionally so that it will make the female 

afraid. Another datum is shown below.  

Datum 16 

 
Male 2: PUBG is a casual game compared to Fortnite prove me wrong.  

Male 1: Fortnite is only famous because it’s free, change my mind.  

Male 2: Fortnite is popular because I can dress up as a bear  

Male 1: Yo, freeze! I’m one of the bros! 

Male 4: don’t shoot me and be a dick.  

 

The conversation occurred in video 8 takes place at the top and in front of a 

building. When they were at the top, the male 2 asked the players that the PUBG 

is the casual game compared to Fortnite. The Fortnite is a game online battle royal 

that is most popular after the PUBG game in 2017. In the middle of the 

conversation, they landed in the field. The male 1 came to the house and met with 

other players. The male 1 asked him to join the male 1 team. The player does not 

give a response because of that the male 1 chase him. In front of the house, the 

male 4 uttered the taboo word dick because the male took out his weapon to the 

male 4. The word was used dick to gave attention to the male 1 to stop disturbing 

the male 4. The male 4 does not trust the male 1 and afraid if the male 1 shot him 

suddenly. 

In the dialogue, the male 4 uttered the taboo word dick to draw the male 1’s 

attention because it seems that the male 4 wanted the male 1 to stoped chasing 

him.  The male 4 uttered the word emotionally so that the male 1 can stop right 

away. Another datum uttered by the female is presented below: 
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Datum 17 

 
Male 1: Alright, let’s see if zey have you learned from your actions.  

Female: Jump, if yes, ohh, you did nit jump, Oh Shit. Oh, why won’t he 

jump! All you have to do was jump. Come on, Zey.  

Male 1: Come on, Zey, just jump. Zey just jumps and comes on. You can 

do it.  

Male 1: What is he doing? Alright, we will give him one more chance. Oh 

shit!!!! 

  

The conversation above occured in video 11, and this conversation was taken 

at the beginning of the game. The male 1 and the female was a team. When they 

were walking in the area of the game, they found a player. The male 1 invited that 

player to join his team. The female tried to came near the player. However, the 

player was male. But the female does not trusted the male if that player was male. 

She made a rule if you were male, you may jump, if female, you may be 

crouched. The player jumped, and the male 1 said, “look at Jessick”. Jessick is 

the female the player was jumped. The female responded by saying, “yes,” yeah, 

it’s a boy. She was pleased. The male 1 asked him, “Is this your first valentine 

day” he just silent. There was no response. Hearing that, the female asked him to 

date her. Supposed you want to came to me and kiss me. Zey was the name of the 

player. In the middle of the conversation, there was a player who shot Zey. The 

male 1 and female asked Zey, “go Zey stand up. You can” the female uttered the 

taboo word Shit to draw attention to the Zey, So that Zey wanted to stand up and 

make sure again that he was male.  

In the dialogue, the male 1 uttered the taboo word shit to draw the Zey ’s 

attention because it seems that the male 1 wanted the zey to jumped if zey jumped 
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means zey was male but zey did not jumped. Therefore it will be very effective to 

draw Zey’s attention by calling him with a certain taboo word 

 

b. To Be Provocative  

To be Provocative function takes the second position, which consists of 24 

data from the whole conversation in the videos PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma 

YouTube channel. This function occurs when a speaker utters taboos words to 

cause a certain response from the listener's violation or anger. It is believed that 

applying taboo words into someone's utterance is the most effective method for 

inviting a chaotic reaction. Hence, some people tend to choose the use of taboo 

words in their conversation to get the listener's expected response. Another datum 

to be provocative function is presented below.  

Datum 18 

 
Male 1: what the fuck! I don’t know. We are running towards them, 

guys.   

 

The conversation above occurred in video 4 and took place in the field when 

they were engrossed in the game. The male 1, 5, and the female were a team. 

Suddenly, there were players tried to shot them, and they were shocked. Male 1, 

as a leader of the gamem gave information, the enemies came to us and protected 

themself. In the middle of the journey, male 1 tried to build communication with 

the enemies to be friendly. But they were still shot the male 1 and his team. 

However, after the male 1 saw what the players have done to his team, he directed 

the taboo word fuck towards his team to provoke his anger. After that, in his team, 

they were making 6, and the female responded to the male 1’s provocation by 
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saying I fuck them and fuck them hard. This does not make those players afraid of 

their team. The players or enemies still shot the male 1’s team because they are 

too strong than the male 1’s team. Finally, they were dying one by one, which 

means the male 1’s team failed in this game.   

In the dialogue, the male 1 uttered the taboo word fuck  and also the female to 

provocate their anger to enemies because it seems that the male 1’s team wanted 

to be friendly with them but they shot the male 1’s team.  Another datum is 

presented in the dialogue below. 

Datum 19 

Male 1: is anyone want to be one of bros? 

Male 2: Man fuck you and your bros! 

Male 1: fuck you, I’m just looking for a bro. 

 

The dialogue happened in the beginning of the video 8 and takes place at the 

fields. The male 1 had a good intention to the players there to join his team. The 

male greeted other players by saying “Hello” and asked “is anyone who wants to 

be one of the bros?” he offered them respectfully. But it is only responded by the 

male 2 by saying fuck. The male 1 was shocked, whereas the male just wanted to 

invited him and other players to be a team. After the male 1 saw what the male 2 

has done, he also directed the taboo word fuck towards the male 2 to provoke his 

anger. The female listened to the conversation between the male 1 and 2. She 

responded by saying, “so you don’t want to be one of the bros just to clarify” It 

means no problem if the male 2 does not wanted to join bro squad and make it 

clear. The female already join in Bro Squad. So she helped the male 1 to looked 

for other players to join. 
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c. To Show Contempt  

To show contempt function takes in the last position, which consists of 13 data 

from the whole conversation in the videos PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma 

YouTube channel. This function occurs when people utter taboo words to show 

their disrespect feeling toward the addressee. It can be said that the speaker aims 

to offend their opposite pride because they feel that their opposite partners are 

completely worthless. To make it clear, there are three examples of these 

functions that are data one by one bellow.  

Datum 20 

 
Female: Add me on Snapchat. 

Male1: what your Snapchat girl?  

Female: it’s lemon stealing with two G’S. 

Male1: lemon stealing with two G’S?  

Female: yeah, lemon stealing, ah huh. 

Male 1: Thot!! She is a fucking thot.  

 

The conversation occurs in video 2 when they are playing the PUBG game in 

the home. There were many people there, and they decided to be a team.  The 

female said that males there have sounds hot because of that she asks them to 

follow her Snapchat. One of them is the male 1 who receives her and asks what 

the account Snapchat of the girl is. Suddenly, when they are in conversation, the 

female is shot the male 1. The male 1 who trusts her that they are in the same team 

feels disappointed because she shot him. To show his expression, he gives a 

negative response to her. Moreover, he feels angry with her. The conversation 

ended between female and male 1 when they are leaving each other. 
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The dialog above contains function English taboo words because the male 1 

utters the word fucking. He said that taboo word because he wants to show 

disrespect to the female and be angry with her, and she shots the male. Another 

datum is presented bellow. 

Datum 21  

Male 5: what the fuck are you doing, man? What the fuck. 

Male 1: Oh! Oh! Oh! 

 

The conversation above occurs in video 3 shows that Male 5 and female 

uttered the taboo word fuck to show their contempt toward male 1 in their team. 

The taboo word above intensifies how Male 5 and female disrespect toward the 

male 5 because they thought that male 1 is doing sodomy to male 5 and the female 

thinking that there are gay. The dialogue happened when they were playing in the 

home. They found a house when they were playing PUBG in the field. When they 

were trying to enter the house, they found a bed. The male 5 tries the bed and 

sleeps on the bed. When the male was 5 on the bed, and the male 1 decided to 

come to male 5 and sleep together. The female who saw them on the same bed 

feels contempt and thought that they are gay. The male 5 also shocked when the 

male 1 tried to come to join him. Another datum is uttered by female.  

Datum 22 

  

Female: I’m just trying to play PUBG like this gay is grabbing on your 

dick! 

 

The conversation above clearly shows that the female utters the taboo word 

dick and fuck to show her contempt toward the male 1’s action. The taboo word 

above intensifies how the female shows her disrespect toward the male because of 

the female thought that the male is gay. 
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The conversation happened in video 3 when they were playing PUBG in the 

house. The female and the male 1 is one team. There is another player in this 

conversation that is the male. They entered the house and the rest for a while and 

played together there. From outside, they heard players shooting each other. They 

decided to hide in the house. The male 1 and 5 tried the bed in the house. The 

female said that they were too cute together. The male 5 tried to come near to the 

male 1. The female saw like they are gay. The female disrespect of the male’5 

attitudes She decided to went outside the house. The male 1 and 5 try to catch up 

to her. She was angry with them, and she only wants to play games here, not too 

see the bad attitude. The males apologize to her. Male 5 said that it is just 

happening for a while. Finally, the female leave them and go to the other place.  

As a conclusion, from Wardaugh (2006) Function of English taboo words, the 

researcher found in the videos PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel 

only 3 functions they are “To draw attention to oneself, to show contempt and to 

be provocative.” In contrast, the players do not use the function of a taboo word to 

Mock Authority. After analyzing all the data found in the utterances of the 

players, the researcher found four types used by the PUBG Gamers on 

Litomatoma  YouTube channel.  
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3. Pattern of English Taboo Words Used by Male and Female Gamers in 

PUBG 

In this research, the researcher found there is no difference in using English 

taboo words use by both male and female in the PUBG game videos on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel. 

A. Male Gamers 

The researcher analyzed the type of English taboo words in PUBG game. 

All of type English taboo words. I.e. epithet, obscenity, vulgarity, and profanity 

are uttered by both male and female which are mostly adult in the PUBG game 

videos on Litomatoma YouTube channel. However, in the term of frequency 

between male and female using taboo word is obscenity type, male mostly use 

obscenity as taboo word in a conversation. 

Based on the findings, the male gamers mostly using taboo word to draw 

attention to one self. In this category, they often used obscenity words such as 

fuck and shit.  

B. Female Gamers 

In the PUBG game videos on Litomatoma YouTube channel the female 

gamers mostly using tabo words obscene such as fuck and shit in the 

conversiation when they play PUBG game. but in the term of frequency male 

mostly use obscenity type. women can still control their anger without saying the 

taboo words. Base on the findings the female also utteres the taboo words to 
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draw attention to one self it means give strong connotation to draw the attention 

of listeners.   

B. Discussion 

In one hundred thirty-two data above, by using the theory from Bastistella 

(2005). The researcher found that there are four types of English taboo words 

used by PUBG Gamers in the videos on Litomatoma YouTube channel. They 

are “obscenity, vulgarity, profanity, and epithet.  All of them contained in the 

videos on Litomatoma YouTube channel. 

The researcher found that the most dominant type used by PUBG gamers 

on Litomatoma YouTube channel is obesenity. The taboo word obscenity such 

as fuck and shit. The word fuck is common use by people when they want to 

expresses the emotive feeling. Although this word has a bad meaning. In 

oxford dicionory the word fuck means having sex with somebody. This is 

suitable with the theory of Bastistella that s described as a term which 

characterized sex differentiating anatomy or sexual and excretory function in a 

crude way.  

Similar research has been conducted by Rahmayani amd Fitrawati  (2018)  

the researchers are also conducting the types of English taboo word using the 

theory of Batisttela (2015) and the object is movie. the result of their research 

the mostly type of English taboo word that used by the characters of the wolf 

of wall street movie  is obscenity type. Other reseachers conducted by by 

Miarta, Muliana, Mahayana (2019) the researchers are also conducting the 

types of English taboo word using the theory of Batisttela (2015) and the 
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object is movie, but the result is different. The mostly toboo waords by the 

characters in crank 2: high voltage movie is vulgarity.  

The last dominant type used by PUBG gamers on Litomatoma YouTube 

channel is Epithet. Epithet refers to race, ethnicity, and sexuality, on’s 

appearance, and disabilities. In this reseach the Gamers in videos PUBG game 

on Litomatoma YouTube channel there is no one use taboo words about race 

or ethnicity, only use the sexuality term “bitch” it is not means to the act of 

sexulity or anatomy function but for call the women. Similar research Similar 

research has been conducted by anggita (2015), she also conducting the type 

of English taboo words in bad movie.  the last dominant that use by the 

character of bad movie is Epithet. The taboo words epithet such as bitch, 

motherfucker,nigger, etc. it can be noticed that epithet is not effective enough 

to be used as an offensive word to debase other people’s pride. Instead of 

using epithet as offensive language. 

In one hundred thirty-two data above, by using the theory from Wardaugh 

(2006). The researcher found only there are three function of English taboo 

words used by PUBG Gamers in the videos on Litomatoma YouTube channel. 

To draw atetntion, To show contemp, To be profocative.   

The researcher found that the most dominant function used by PUBG 

gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel is to draw attention to one-self. To 

draw attention to want self means give a strong connotation to again  the 

listener’s attention. According to Edward (in Mc Guire 1973: 5-6) explains 

that the speakers should gain interest through the use of strong, powerful 
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language whose connotation can stimulate an instant reaction from the 

audience. Therefore, people use taboo words that are believed to have power 

in gaining the listener's attention because of its strong connotation.   

Similar research has been conducted by Anggita  (2015)  the researchers 

are also conducting the function of English taboo word using the theory of 

Wardaugh (2015) and the object is movie. the result of their research the 

mostly the function of English taboo word that used by the characters of the 

wolf of wall street movie  is To draw attention one self . Other reseachers 

conducted by by Miarta, Muliana, Mahayana (2019) the researchers are also 

conducting the fungtion of English taboo word using the theory of Wardaugh 

(2006) and the object is movie, but the result is different. The mostly tboo 

waords by the characters in crank 2: high voltage movie is insult other people.  

The present study used only three functions of Englsih taboo words. To 

Mock Authorityis not used by the players. It is because the player in videos on 

Litomatoma YouTube channel does not mention the law, country, or 

everything about government because this function can occur when people 

utter taboo words because they are not satisfied with public images such as the 

government and institutions. Therefore, they utter taboo words that are 

directed to mock authority in order to show their disbelief about government 

stuff.  

The pattern of male gamares in PUBG game videos on Litomatoma 

YouTube channel is obscenity type, because the mostly use taboo words in the 

covenrsation is fuck. The word fuck is include to obscenity type. This written 
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support by Enery and Xiao claim. According to (2003) Enery and Xiao, the 

results of their study show that men use the word "fuck" and its derivatives are 

twice as many as women.  Male gamers using English taboo words to draw 

attention to one self it means to give storng connotation to the listener.  

The pattern of female gamares in PUBG game videos on Litomatoma 

YouTube channel is obscenity type, because the mostly use taboo words in the 

covenrsation is fuck. In the term of frequency between male and female using 

taboo word is obscenity type, but male mostly use obscenity as taboo word in 

a conversation. Similar with the male gamers, the females gamers also using 

taboo words to draw attention the others playing give strong connotations to 

the players.   

Similar research has been conducted by mohammadi, Roumiani, and 

Tabari (2014) are also conducting the used of English taboo words between 

male and female among university students. The result of their result is  there 

is no difference between male and female in using English taboo words. Male 

are more concern using taboo words than female, Males use more taboo words 

for controlling their feelings and emotions because they think it is better than 

taking an unusual action when they are under the control of their feelings and 

emotions. Females do not use taboo words like males, this kind of behavior 

reveals that females in most of the situations do not like to use taboo words 

and consider it as a stigmatizing sign in someone’s behavior. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION  

 

This chapter conveys two different sections: a conclusion and some 

suggestions from research, two points are concluded from the result based on the 

objective of this study. In suggestion, some suggestions are given to some parties 

related to the result.  

 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the research finding and discussion in Chapter III, some 

conclusions can be formulated as follows. The first objective of this researcher 

is to identify and describe the types of taboo words in the videos PUBG 

Gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel. All four types of taboo words that 

consist of obscenity, profanity, vulgarity, and epithet appear in the videos. The 

dominant type used by PUBG Gamers is an obscenity. Obscenity appears 82 

data out of 210 total data. The lowest frequency is epithet with 9 data. 

Obscenity becomes the most frequently used taboo words because it is 

considered as the most effective way to insult someone. Moreover, obscenity 

type is dominantly used by the players when they want to show their 

disrespect toward the addressee.  

The second objective of this research is to describe the functions of taboo 

words in the videos PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel. Four 

functions appear in the series: to show contempt, to draw attention to oneself, 
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to be provocative, and to mock authority. To draw attention to oneself gets the 

highest position which are 53 data.  

The lowest function is to show contempt that appears 12 data in the whole 

of videos. To draw attention is the most popular function occured in the videos 

PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel. It can represent the 

speaker’s intention using taboo words. That is to show their attention to other 

people. Therefore, people use taboo words that are believed to have power in 

gaining the listener’s attention because of its strong connotation.  

The third objective of this research is to describe the pattern of taboo 

words in the videos PUBG Gamers on Litomatoma YouTube channel.  The 

pattern of male gamers in PUBG game videos on Litomatoma YouTube 

channel is obscenity type. Meanwhile, the pattern of female gamers in the 

PUBG game videos on Litomatoma YouTube channel is also obscenity type. 

There is no difference in using taboo words by both males and females, but in 

term of frequency males use more taboo word obscene than females.  

 

B. Suggestion  

Based on the conclusions above, the researcher gives some  suggestions 

that can be stated as follows. For the next researchers who wants to conduct a 

topic about English taboo words from a different point of view, they can study 

other problems such as political issues and social status issues, which are not 

analyzed in this research. Similar researches that will be conducted in the 

future are better to discuss those problems. The other researchers can observe 
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the relationship between the use of taboo words and political issues. They can 

also observe the relationship between the use of taboo words and social status 

in society. 
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Appendix 1.  

Types and Functions of English Taboo Words in PUBG Game Videos on Litomatoma YouTube Channel 

 

Notes:  

EP: Epithet         TDA: To Draw Attention to Oneself     

OB: Obscenity        TSC: To Show Contempt 

PR: Profanity          TBP: To be Provocative   

VU: Vulgarity         TMA: To Mock Authority 

 

No. Taboo words  Type of English 

Taboo Words 

Function Of English Taboo 

words 

EXPLENATION 

EP OB PR VU TDA TSC TBP TMA 

1.  Video 1 

Female: You know, if I was in 

Washington right now. I 

would take you out on a 

ravioli date. How does 

that sound? 

Male 3:  Delightful  

Female: Are you a b**bies or as 

kind    of man? 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   The female is so happy to playing PUBG 

because she things that with playing 

PUBG she can found love. She tell that if 

she in Washington city right now she 

will take the man in raviloli date and the 

man also happy to hear that. The female 

and male utters taboo words b**bies to 

make sure that they are in the true 

gender. 

2.  Video1 

Male 3:  Not to be an a*sh*le, but 

are you female or male? 

Female:  I’m female  

M3:        okay. 

 

   √ √    The male utters the taboo words a*sh*le 

to draw attention towards the female and 

make sure she is a real as a female.  
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3.  Video 2 

Female:  I don’t think they respect 

woman, oh no  

Male 1:  you what’s up, Waddup 

b**ch!  

Male 2:  what is good girl?   

Female: oh what’s up   

 

 

 

 

√ 

    

 

 

 

√ 

   The female thinks that the males who 

playing PUBG with her don’t respect to 

her. Bu, they are happy playing PUBG 

with her. The male utters taboo words 

b**ch to give attentions to her that the 

male is respect to her.   

4.  Video 2 

Female : Add me on snapchat 

Male1 : what your snapchat girl?  

Female : its lemon stealing with 

two G’S 

Male1 : lemon stealing with two 

G’S?  

Female : yeah lemon stealing, ah 

huh  

Male 1 : Thot!! She is a f**king 

thot  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

  The female and male 1 is a team. But in 

the middle of the game suddenly, the 

female shoots the male. The male 1 

utters the Taboo words f**king because 

the feels disappointed to her. The male 

trust to her, but she shoots the male.  

5.  Video 2 

Female : Dude I’m just trying to 

get d**k down, like can 

you please add me on 

snapchat. That all I want. 
Guys is this duo or 

squads?  
Male1 : wow a chick dude 

Female : Is this duo or squads?  

 

    

 

√ 

 

 

√ 

   The female is happy if the males who 

playing PUBG with her follow her 

snapchat. The female utters taboo words 

d**k to give attention to the listener that 

she is very happy if they are follow her 

snapchat 
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6.  Video 2 

Female : OMG add me on 

snapchat  

Male 1 : oh there is a girl, OMG 

it’s a girl playing I’m so 

hard  

Female : can you guys add me on 

snapchat?  

Male 3 : H**l yeah what’s your 

snapchat girls  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ √  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  The male is happy to know there is girl 

when he play PUBG game. When she 

announce to follow her account snapchat. 

The male utters the Taboo word H**l to 

show that the male is respect to her.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.  Video 2 

Female : Eh its Lemon stealing 

with two G’S, Can you 

please add me? 

Male 1 : Everyone wants it  

Female : If I don’t get at least 25 

dick pics out of this I’m 

f**king…. I’m leaving  

 

 

 √   √    The female playing PUBG with the 

males and she give her account snapchat 

to them because the female happy if the 

males follow her account. The female 

utters taboo words f**king she is mad if 

the male don’t follow her account 

snapchat 

8.  Video 3 

Male 5 : yeah b**ch you’re 5FT  

 

√ 
    

√ 
   There are 2 male in this team. When they 

playing PUBG The male 5 produce the 
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Female : yeah I’m 5 feet tall, I’m 

really small, which I know 

guys hate it’s like uhhhh. 

She is so small and 

adorable like gross, you 

know  

 

sound hot. This sound make the female 

interest to him. And then It makes the 

female agree that male 5 has a sound hot.   

The male 5 utters the words b**h to give 

attention that her high is among 5FT. and 

the female agree about it. 

9.  Video 3 
Male 5 : what the f**k are you 

doing man? What the f**k  

Male 1 : Oh! Oh! Oh! 

 

  

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 √  

 

 

 

 

 The male 5 and male 1 is playing on the 

bed. The male 1 trying to come near to 

male 5. But The male 5 doesn’t want it 

because of that he utters the words f**k 

to provoke the male 1 he is feel angry 

because his actions like a guy.  

10.  Video 3 

Male 5 : f**k off 

Male 1 : Ehehehhe, eh uh nothing 

happened  

 

 √     √  The female see when the male 1 and 5 

playing together on the bed and she has 

the same think with the male 5 that the 

male 1 is a guy. It’s make the female 

feels angry why the male 1 do that, it’s 

not true, that’s why she utters the words 

f**k to provoke male 1’s anger but 

fourtunely male 1 does not respond The 

female’s harsh word. 

11.  Video 3 

Female : dude you gay what the 

fuck? 

Male 1 : Nothing happened  

Female  : What the f**k dude! 

 

 √   √    The female see when the male 1 and 5 

playing together on the bed and she has 

the same think with the male 5 that the 

male 1 is a guy. It’s make the female 

feels angry why the male 1 do that, it’s 

not true, that’s why she utters the words 

f**k to provoke male 1’s anger but 

fourtunely male 1 does not respond The 

female’s harsh word. 

12.  Video 3 
Male 5 : Why you touching p**is 

    

 

√ 

  √  The male 5 still angry with the male 1. 

He feels angry to male 1 because he 

touch his penis when they are on the bed. 
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dude, what you doing 

Female : Oh My god   

Male 1 :Sometime happened, 

sometimes happened  

Male 5 : stop that! 

 

That’s why he utters the words p**is 

provoke his anger but fortunately the 

male 1 just kidding to do that.  

13.  Video 3 
Female  : I’m just trying to play 

Pubg, like this guy is 

grabbing on your d**k! 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

  

 

 

√ 

  The female disrespect with male 1 

because he doing that with the male 5. 

She thinks that she is here just want to 

playing pubg not to see that. To show her 

angry she utter the words d**k. and  to 

make that she is fed up with the male 1 

she utters the words f**k.  

14.  Video 3 

Male 1 : I’m sorry  

Female : wow that was crazy, 

what the f**k …  

 

 √    √   The female disrespect with male 1 

because he doing that with the male 5. 

She thinks that she is here just want to 

playing pubg not to see that. To show her 

angry she utter the words d**k. and  to 

make that she is fed up with the male 1 

she utters the words f**k.  

15.  Video 4 

Male 5 : What the f**k! 

Female   : Your also my son Right?  

Male 5 : You all sided with the 

girl! 

Female   : I’m everyone’s dad 

Male 6 : Ha ha ha ha ha, you are 

  

√ 
 

 

  

√ 
   In this conversation they are debate 

about who can be a dad or captain in this 

game. all of them want to be a dad. They 

compare their self its other. In cluding 

the female wants to be a dad. But the 

males against that because there is no 

woman can be dad. The male 5 utters the 

words f**k because he feels 

uncomfortable ini this conversation. And 

also the word function to give attention 
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my dad and I am your 

mum.  

 

to addresses to stop to debate.   

16.  Video 4 
Male 6 : They are not Married, Its 

2018 you don’t need to be 

married to have a kid  

Female : You want to be my wife?  

Male 6 : Ah she mays or what?  

Female : I’m just looking for a hot 

b**ch to mother my 

children you know  

Male 6 : hahahhaha.. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

   √    In this conversation they debate about 

who can be a mum in this game. after 

they debate who can be a dad. The 

female ask to the males who want to be 

her wife. The male’s just laugh to hear 

that because there is male can be a wife. 

The words b**ch utted by the female to 

make attention to the listeners that she is 

seriously to looking for a wife in this 

game.  

17.  Video 4 

Male 5 : Dad and daddy is like a 

different thing 

Female : I’m daddy. I am dad and 

daddy  

Male 1 : oh. 

Female : yeeaahh… that is 

f**king. I know  

 √   √    The female still regard as a dad in this 

game. She said that she is a dad and 

daddy. The male 5 give declaration that 

dad and daddy is the different thing. The 

words f**king to give attention to the 

addresses that she is a dad in this game.   

18.  Video 4  √   √    The female meets her friend when they 
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Female  : Chace is that actually 

you? 

Male 1 : yeah, there is only one 

chace in the world so 

Female  : Wait chace. Do you 

remember that time in 

elementary school, when 

you said that ummThat I 

would not have any 

friends. I just want you to 

know chace you were 

f**king right dude.  

are in elementary school in this game. 

she tell to the chance ( name of her 

friend) that when in elementary school, 

chance doesn’t have a friends. She utters 

the word f**king to give attention to the 

chance that it is true. You don’t have any 

friend when you were in elementary 

school.   

19.  Video 4 
Male 5 : Ahh there’s 3 of them! 

Look at them 300 300 

Male 1 : Dad you’re my friend  

Female : Oh s**t  

 √     √  When they are in conversation, suddenly 

there is someone try to kill her team. 

That is why she utters the word s**t  to 

provoke to the people that want to kill 

her team.  

20.  Video 4 
Male 1 : what the f**k! I don’t 

know. We are running 

towards them guys   

  

  

√ 

 

 

 

 

    √ 

 
 In this conversation the male 1,5,6 and 

female feels angry to people that wants 

to kill their team. That why they utter the 

words f**k to provoke to people that 

want to kill their team.  

21.  Video 4 

Male 5 : Ahh, I have not got a gun  

Male6 : I f**k them, I will f**k 

 √     √ 

 
 In this conversation the male 1,5,6 and 

female feels angry to people that wants 

to kill their team. That why they utter the 

words f**k to provoke to people that 

want to kill their team. 
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them oh never mind never 

mind  

 

22.  Video 4 

Female : yeah f**k them hard 

 √       female feels angry to people that wants 

to kill their team. That why they utter the 

words f**k to provoke to people that 

want to kill their team. 

23.  Video 5 

Male 3 : Is this your f**king 

pimp?   

Male 1 : No No 

  

   

√ 
   √ 

 
  When they are in the conversation 

suddenly the male 3 shooting to people 

there. The male 3 doesn’t not trust to the 

people in that room. That’s why the male 

3 utters the word f**king to provoke the 

people there but fortunately people there 

want to be friend. The male still shooting 

finally, they are fight each other in the 

room.  

24.  Video 5 

Female : No No No  

Male 3 : F**king your f**king 

pimp  

 

 

 

√ 

 
  √ 

 

   the word f**king utters by the male 3 to 

draw attention the people there but 

fortunately people there want to be 

friend. The male still shooting finally, 

they are fight each other in the room. 

25.  Video 5 

Male 2 : the f**k you see  

 

 

 

√ 

 
  √ 

 

   the word f**king utters by the male 2 to 

draw attention the people there but 

fortunately people there want to be 

friend. The male still shooting finally, 

they are fight each other in the room. 

26.  Video 5 

Male 3 : F**k your pimp 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 

   the word f**king utters by the male 3 to 

draw attention the people there but 

fortunately people there want to be 

friend. The male still shooting finally, 
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they are fight each other in the room 

27.  Video 5 
Female : Please.. Please don’t kill 

me  

Male 3 : OMG. Dude that’s not a 

real girl bro  

Male 2 : I like you bro  

Female : ok what.  

Male 2 : I like you bro  

Female : What do you need me to 

do?  

Male 2 : Hoe 

Male 3 : Oh j*s*s chr*st . 

Wowowowo 

Male 2 : Wowowowo. Oke 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

   The male 3 is trying to kill the female. 

Because the male didn’t trust to the girl. 

But the female entreat to the male 3 to 

don’t kill her. The males there don’t trust 

that the female in there is true as a girl. 

They try to come near to her and the 

male 3 amazed with her the female is 

true as a gril.  the words j*s*s chr*st 

utterd by male 3 because he want to give 

attention that the female is true as a gril.  

28.  Video 5 

Male 3 : My friend a … My friend 

finny here. He is still a 

virgin  

Female : I’d rather not die  

Male 2 : can you change that? 

Female  : oh yeahh 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

   The male 3 tell to other people there that 

his friend come to the room and give 

information that his is still virgin. The 

male 2 follow the desire of male 3 that is 

want to kill the female. the male 2 utters 

the words f**king to give attention to 

the listener that the males there just want 

to kill the gril.  
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Male 2 : heheh. We just f**king  

murdered her 

 

 

 

29.  Video 5 

Female : does anyone want to team 

up with me?  

Male 4 : can you shut?  

Male 5 : The f**k up  

Female : I have a million twitch 

followers  

 

  

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 
 

   √ 

 
  The female is trying to ask people there 

that who wants to join as a team. the 

male 5 disparage the girl and said f**k to 

her. She still want to join them. To 

makes sure that she can join as a team 

she have a million twitch followers. The 

male 5 still don’t trust to her. The wotds 

f**k also function to show disrespect 

him to the girl.    

30.  Video 5 

Male 3 : can you get my morning 

boner down? 

Male 5 : shut, The f**k up 

 √    √   the male 5 disparage the girl and said 

f**k to her. She still want to join them. 

To makes sure that she can join as a team 

she have a million twitch followers. The 

male 5 still don’t trust to her. The wotds 

f**k also function to show disrespect 

him to the girl.    

31.  Video 5 

Male 2 : Pokimane where you 

going?  

Female : I’m a girl, I’m going 

gatka.   

Male 5 : It’s not pokimane you 

f**king queer!! 

  

 

 

 
√ 

 

 

 

 

   √   They are move to gatka. The female still 

wants to join them but they are not 

respond it. The male 5 feels angry 

because there is people admit as a 

pokimane in the gatka. Yet there is no 

pokimane in the area. he utters the words 

f**king to provoke the people that admit 

as a pokimane.  
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32.  Video 5 

Male 2 : Everybody go gatka! 

Female : Yes. I am  

Male 5 : Shut the f**k up!! You 

guys are so f**king 

annoying  

 

 √    √   They are move to gatka. The female still 

wants to join them but they are not 

respond it. The male 5 feels angry 

because there is people admit as a 

pokimane in the gatka. Yet there is no 

pokimane in the area. he utters the words 

f**king to provoke the people that admit 

as a pokimane. 

 

   

33.  

Video 5 
Male1 : What are you guys doing 

in there? Is it like a foam 

party? Or what?  

Female : Uhh something like that 

you know  

Male 1 : I’m surprised you can 

talk with it in your mouth..  

Male 4 : *Choking Noises* 

Female : I don’t know how to 

choke on a d**k, did I do 

it right? 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

   There is a people there make a smoke in 

the area when they are playing PUBG. 

And the male 1 trying to ask them what 

they doing there. The female respond 

that she think something like aim at the 

ambiguities. The words  d**k uttered by 

the female to give attention that she is 

doing right when she choke on  a d**k.  

34.  Video 6 

Male 2 : Hey can I play music for 

you? 

 

 

 

 

  √ √    The male 2 try to playing the music 

when they are in the middle of the game. 

the male 2 utters the word h**l to draw 

attention to the listener that he is enjoy 
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Female  : Oh yeah sure  

Male 2 : Oh h**l yeah hold on  

Female : Are you enjoying this? 

You don’t look like you 

are enjoying this  

 

 with the  music.  

35.  Video 6 

Male 2 : Bye we are cannibals, 

yeah f**king these people. 

I will come with you guys  

Male 1 : Yeah you can join us  

 

 √ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  √  When they are playing PUBG one of the 

male makes smoke in the area. the male 

2 suspicious to these people who makes 

the smoke. Because of that the male 2 

utters the words f**king to provoke 

these people. Followed by male 1 and the 

female the decide to leaving these 

people. 

The words c**k uttered by the female 

also to provoke to that people.   

36.  Video 6 

Female  : Yeah you are fun, you 

got a massive c**k, so you 

can come with us 

Male 1 : Alright we will steal him! 

We will steal him! Get in! 

Get in! Get in! They will 

shoot you  

 

   √   √  the male 1 and the female the decide to 

leaving these people. 

The words c**k uttered by the female 

also to provoke to that people.   

37.  Video 6 

Male 1 : Noo!! Drive! Drive! 

  

 

 

    

 

 

  These people that who make smoke on 

the area unaccepted the actions of the 

male 1,2 and the female when they are 
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Drive! We got to save 

them! Not like this, well 

do the switchero.  

Female : What are you doing!! 

What are you doing?  

Male 1 : F**k you guys!! Alright 

we got this. Are these 

guys angry? They are still 

angry! 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

√ 

leaving the area. that people try to purse 

the male 1,2 and female. The male male 

1 utters the words F**k to them because 

he is disrespect with their actions. They 

want to prevent the male1,2 and the 

female go with hit the car.  

38.  Video 6 

Male 1 : I will be the head, you 

guys ready? Get behind 

me 

Male 2 : Ok let’s go. I don’t know 

what the f**ks going on  

 

 √ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  √    The male 1,2 and the female arrange the 

strategies to against the enemy. The male 

2 utters the word f**k to give attention 

to the listeners that what he and his 

friend doing to makes a line/ he thinks its 

kidding.  

 

39.  Video 6 

Male 1 : Let’s get in the line. You 

ready?  

Female : I’m going to s**t in your 

mouth  

 

 √   √    The female also utters the word s**t ro 

give attention that she is ready in the 

strategies 

40.  Video 6 

M2 : cut the fish coming out of 

  

 

 

 √ √    When make the line for the strategies 

their team not serious to do that. The 

male 2 uttering the words a*sh*le to his 
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my a*sh*le  

M1 : so he is goy it now. That 

how the human centipede 

works.. Can we try and 

move forwards? You 

ready? Let’s move! Go 

human centipede go! 

Alright now halt  

M5 : this is got be the weirdest 

watch played in a really 

long time  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

team to pay serious attention in this 

strategies in order to they can against the 

enemy and no body die.  

 

 

 

41.  Video 6 

M1 : should we try and reverse 

the centipede? You ready? 

I know they can’t do this 

in the movie, but we are 

going to un sew it and turn 

around, s**t! 

 

 √   √    They can get the winner. To make it 

serious the male 2 also utters the words  

s**t to make it more serious. 

 

 

 

42.  

 

Video 6 

M2 : Oh s**t! The tables have 

turned! 

 

  

√ 
   

√ 
   They can get the winner. To make it 

serious the male 2 also utters the words  

s**t to make it more serious. 
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43.  Video 7 

Female : remain in line. Still in 

line  

Male 1 : get line! Get line! Get 

line! 

Male 2 : You must be the 

centipede.  

Male 3 : Ok. We are safe 

Male 2 : pink ball you f**k!! Get 

back in line  

 

 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 
   There are of them outside from the line 

of the strategies. The female remain that 

stay in the line. And the male 2 also give 

command to the people who outside 

from the line. The male 2 fed up to the 

pink ball because he outside. To show 

the male’s anger he utter the taboo words 

f**k to give attention to the pink ball 

please stay in the line.  

44.  Video 7 

Male 2 : My a**l hurts  

Male 1 : keep forward! Alright. 

The guy broke. Halt halt 

halt !! 

 

   √ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

   They are in a line for long and the male 2 

tell that his a**l is huts, but the male 1 

still give command still in the line. The 

word also function to give attention to 

the listener that he is in pain.  

 

45.  Video 7 

Male 5 : It seems we disconnected 

Male 1 : we split. We need to 

reconnect. Sew you’re a*s 

   √ 

 

√ 

 

   The male 1 also utter the word a*s to 

give attention also to the listener 
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in! 

 

46.  Video 7 

Male 1 : You love boners? 

Male 5 : got a question will this be 

on like some f**king 

random YouTube montage 

somewhere?  

Male 3 : yes  

 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 

   When they in the middle of game 

on of the male ask to his team he 

is love boners the male 1 and 5 

respond it. the male 5 utters the 

word  f**king to give attention to the 

listeners that he also like boners .  

47.  Video 7 

Male 2 : Guys I’m getting a little 

hungry  

Male 3 : I love c**k  

Male 1 : You are getting a little bit 

hungry? All I have got is 

some grass in front of me. 

You want some grass?    

Male 2 : This is perfect  

 

   √ 

 

√ 

 
   The male 2 are getting hungry when 

playing PUBG. The male 3 respond that 

he is like c**k  to emphasize that he is 

like it.  
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48.  Video 7 

Male 1 : Alright let me eat some 

grass  

 Oh there is a car there is a 

car! 

Male 2 : Oh oh god  

Male 1 : Oh s**t! Oh s**t! 

Male 5 : Ahhhhh!!!! 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 
 

 

  √ 

 
 

 
  They are still playing PUBG in the area 

where there are grass. When they are 

trying to go along the area suddenly, 

there is a car come to them. The word 

taboo s**t uttered by male 1 to show 

their attention that there is a car comes 

and they think people who in the car 

want to shoot or kill them. That’s why 

they utters that taboo word.  

49.  Video 7 

Female : It is oke they didn’t know 

they didn’t see 

Male 5 : It’s ok.. 

Male 2 : Oh no he is truning 

around!! 

Male 3 : Oh s**t what? 

 

 

 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 
   The word taboo s**t uttered by male  3 

to show their attention that there is a car 

comes and they think people who in the 

car want to shoot or kill them. That’s 

why they utters that taboo word. 

50.  Video 7    √ 

 

√ 

 
   When they are know there is a car come 

to the area they move but still in the line. 

They are crawl on hands and knees its 
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M2 : Oh my p*n*s  

M1 : no we got to get into the 

grass! We got to get into 

the grass. That’s an open 

area. Alright these bushes 

M5 : we can do it, we got to 

make a circle. So we are 

all hidden in the bushes  

M1 : alright  

 

make the p*n*s’s of male 2 hurt. 

Actually this is not real hurt the male 2 

just imagination. The word also function 

to make attention to the listeners.  

51.  Video 7 

Female : I think he gave up on 

killing us. What the f**k!! 

The game made me stand 

up! 

Male 2 : feels bad Jessick I cannot 

pick you up  

Male 1 : I got him! Jessick come 

behind the tree. Oh no! 

 

 

 √ 

 
   √ 

 
  They make the new strategies because 

they think this area unsafe. They make a 

circle. But, when they trying make it 

suddenly there is enemy want to kill 

them. They still move to they are in a 

line with crawl on hands and knees. But 

the enemy pursue and shoot them. They 

are shock. The word taboo f**k uttered 

by the female because she disrespect 

with the enemy and to show her angry 

she throw that word.  

52.  Video 8 

Male 1 : is anyone want to be one 

of bros? 

 √ 

 

 

 

    √ 

 
 The male 1 is trying to invite people 

there to join him squad. The squad is 

“bros”. the male 2 utters the taboo word 

f**k he is provoke the male 1. 

Fortunately the male 1 just looking for 
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Male 2 : Man f**k you and your 

bros! 

 

 

 

someone to join in his squad. The male 1 

also utters the word taboo f**k to 

respond the male 2. If the male 2 want to 

join its okey. If not no problem.   

53.  Video 8 

Male 1 : f**k you, I’m just 

looking for a bro  

Female   : So you don’t want to be 

one of the bros just to 

clarify  

Male 3 : You want to be one o f 

the girls?  

Male  1 : No, she is one of the bros 

Female : I’m one of the bros 

 

 √ 

 
    √ 

 
 The male 1 also utters the word taboo 

f**k to respond the male 2. If the male 2 

want to join its okey. If not no problem.   

 

 

54.  

Video 8 

Male 3 : No you are not.  D**n 

it!! You are either a 12 

year  

  

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 √ 

 
   In this conversation the male 3 fed up to 

the female that the female already join in 

the bro squad. She wants to invite the 

male 3 but he unaccepted by saying 

D**n it . And he thinks that the female 

still a kids. The taboo word f**king also 

function to draw his attention that he 

doesn’t want to join.  

55.  Video 8 

Male 3    :You are f**king chick! 

Female  : Nah, I’m one of the 

 √ 

 

  √ 
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bros!! 

Male 3 : shut up! Before I hit you 

again  

 

56.  Video 8 

Male 2 : PUBG is a casual game 

compared to fortnite prove 

me wrong  

Male 1 : Fortnite is only popular 

cause its free, change my 

mind  

Male 2 :Fortnite is popular 

because I can dress up as a 

bear  

Male 1 : Yo freeze! I’m one of the 

bros! 

Male 4 : don’t shoot me and be a  

d**k  

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

   The male 1 still trying to invite people to 

join with his team. if there is people there 

he always ask to join with his squad. 

When the male 4 comes he utters the 

word taboo d**k to draw his attention 

that don’t shoot him.  

 

 

57.  

Video 8 

Female : Are you guys friendly? 

Ohh that’s not friendly!  

Male 5   : George what the f**k! 

 √ 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

   √ 

 
 The female, male 1, and 5 are team. 

when playing there is a people come to 

them, his name is George. George 

suddenly shoot them and make the 

famele,male1 and 5 shock, the male 5 

utters the word taboo  f**k because he 

feels angry to George and seems to 
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provoke george’s anger by saying f**k. 

same with the female and the male 1 they 

are uttered the taboo word f**k  because 

they feel angry and try to provoke 

george’s anger by saying f**k.  

58.  Video 8 

Male 1 : Right, Nooo! Stop! In the 

name of the law! 

Female : The f**k George! 

 

 √ 

 
    √ 

 
 The female, male 1, and 5 are team. 

when playing there is a people come to 

them, his name is George. George 

suddenly shoot them and make the 

famele,male1 and 5 shock, the male 5 

utters the word taboo  f**k because he 

feels angry to George and seems to 

provoke george’s anger by saying f**k. 

same with the female and the male 1 they 

are uttered the taboo word f**k  because 

they feel angry and try to provoke 

george’s anger by saying f**k.  

59.  Video 8 

Male 1 : Your friend broke the bro 

code. He is got to die. 

Right? 

Female : The f**k George!! 

 √ 

 
    √ 

 
 The female, male 1, and 5 are team. 

when playing there is a people come to 

them, his name is George. George 

suddenly shoot them and make the 

famele,male1 and 5 shock, the male 5 

utters the word taboo  f**k because he 

feels angry to George and seems to 

provoke george’s anger by saying f**k. 

same with the female and the male 1 they 

are uttered the taboo word f**k  because 

they feel angry and try to provoke 

george’s anger by saying f**k.  

60.  Video 8 

Male 1 : You can join us 

  √ 

 

 √ 

 
   The male 1 is trying to persuade George 

to join in their squad. And the female 

respond to make sure George by saying 

J*s*s. the word J*s*s related to the 
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Female : J*s*s come on George!! religion and people will be trust. The 

word also function to draw attention to 

the George that he can join to their 

squad.    

61.  Video 8 

Female :You are an official bro. 

except your f**king friend 

put me down. F**k you 

George. F**k you! 

Video 8 

Male 1 : Does he speak? Is he still 

here? 

Male 5 : Yo, alright George. Can 

you talk? 

Male 6 : No I cannot 

Male 1 : We can hear you George. 

You little s**t! 

Male 4  : can hear you s**t dead!! 

Male 3 : hahahaha 

Female : f**k you George. 

 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 

   George still doesn’t want to join in bro 

squad. The female try to persuade and 

make him as official bro squad hope 

George want to join. The word f**king 

and  s**t  uttered by the male and female 

to draw attention to George.   

62.  Video 8 

Male 5 : What the f**k is going 

on George. Why would 

 √ 

 
    √ 

 
 George still shoot at them. The male 5 

utters the word taboo f**k to show his 

angry and to provoke George’s anger by 

saying f**k.  
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you shoot at them 

Female : Yeah George. What is 

your problem? 

Male 5 : shoot at the bros?  

Male 6 : So anyways, how is your 

day?  

 

63.  Video 8 

Male 1 : Bro George! That not a 

bro move. You are 

changing the topic 

Male 6 : I’m just want to know 

how your day is? What is 

your name? 

Male 1 : My name? 

Female : F**king do that dude  

Male 6 : Yeah can I your name? 

Male 1 : I’m bro one  

 

 √ 

 
   √ 

 
  George doesn’t want to join in bro squad. 

People there still trying to Persuade 

George. He didn’t respect them. The 

female utters the taboo word F**king to 

show her anger to George  because when 

they having conversation George shift 

the topic of the conversation. It makes 

the female fed up to him.  

 

 

64.  

Video 8 

Female : His names George! Even 

I know. He f**king name 

and he killed me 

  

 
√ 

 

 

     

 
√ 

 

 

 

 

The female utters the word taboo word 

f**king because the female show her 

anger to George. The female angry 

because George ever try to kill her. 

When somebody tell about him she is fed 

up. This word also function to provoke 
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Male 1 : I don’t remember his 

name cause he ain’t a bro 

 

 

 

George’s anger by saying f**king.  

65.  Video 8 

Female : I remember his name 

dude f**king so well 

because he shot me down 

dude 

Male 5 : Could have been a bro?  

Female  : He could have been? 

Male 1 : You guys want to be 

bros? Let’s become best 

bros 

Male 5 : yeah dude. Alright.  

 

 √ 

 
    √ 

 
 The female utters the word taboo word 

f**king because the female show her 

anger to George. The female angry 

because George ever try to kill her. 

When somebody tell about him she is fed 

up. This word also function to provoke 

George’s anger by saying f**king. 

 

 

66.  

Video 8 

Male 1 : George is ad bad egg. 

Alright  

Female  : George is a bad egg. He 

is f**king rotten! He is 

cracked  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 
 

 

  √ 

 

   The bro squad already anger with 

George. They doesn’t want to invite 

George again. The female utters the word 

f**king because she is fed up with 

George.    
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67.  Video 8 

Male 6 : take that back you 

b**ch! 

 

√ 

 

   √ 

 
   The male 6 utters the taboo words b**ch 

to draw attention that the enemy take by 

female.  

 

68.  Video 8 

Female : f**k you George  

 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 

   The female utters the taboo words : f**k 

to draw attention to the George. Because 

George doesn’t to join in bro squad  

69.  Video 8 

Male 1 : F**k you George  

 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 

   The female utters the taboo words : f**k 

to draw attention to the George. Because 

George doesn’t to join in bro squad 

70.  Video 8 

Male 1 : We cannot kill you, but 

we can harass you  

Female : We already killed you 

b**ch huh  

  

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    √ 

 
 The bro squad finally leaving the 

George. The word b**ch and F**k 

function to provoke George “s anger by 

saying that taboo words.  

71.  Male 1 : Yeaahh!! F**k George. 

Yeah bro 3. Where bro 

uhh six  

 

 √ 

 
    √ 

 
 The bro squad finally leaving the 

George. The wordF**k function to 

provoke George “s anger by saying that 

taboo words. 
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72.  Male 5 : bro 6. Up in this bitch  

Female  : Uhh I think he is bro 5 

you f**king idiot  

 

 √ 

 
    √ 

 
 The bro squad finally leaving the 

George. The word b**ch and F**k 

function to provoke George “s anger by 

saying that taboo words. 

73.  Video 8 

Male 1 : Oh s**t! We are out of 

bros! 

Female : Mark it on the bro map! 

Just tell us where he is 

Male 6 : Yeahhh George is here  

Male 1 : Can you tell us a joke 

George. That’s all you are 

good for  

 

 √ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  √ 

 

   The conversation happen in the car. The 

male 1 utters the taboo words s**t 

because he is anger when he listen that 

the male 6 is down. It mean the member 

of bro squad are diminishing.  

The word f**k also function to give 

attention to the listener that he is like 

George’s joke.  

74.  Video 8 

Male 6 : Alright let me find some   

Male 1 : Ahhhh yeah let me 

google some, yeah f**k 

you George  

 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 

   The word f**k also function to give 

attention to the listener that he is like 

George’s joke. 

75.  Video 8 

Female  : Oh My god, Yeah by one 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 

   The female utteres the word taboo 

f**king to give attention to the listener 

that she is like a bro 5. She assume that 
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the f**king bros! 

Male 1 : Yeah bro 5 

Female : Turn of was never really 

a bro. he was just a fake 

bro  

M1 : He broke the bro code.! 

 

the bro 5 as her best friend.  

76.  Video 8 

Male 1 : alright bro 5. What the 

f**k bro  

Male 6 : Yesterday, I saw a guy 

spill all his scrambled 

letters on the road. I asked 

him. What’s the word on 

the street?  

 √ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   When they in the conversation the male 5 

try to put out his weapon. The male 1 

utters the taboo word f**k to  draw his 

attention to male 5 ‘s action.  

77.  Video 8 

Male 5 : Please don’t touch me  

Male 6 : once my dog ate all the 

scramble tiles 

 √ 

 
   

√ 

  

 

    When they in the conversation the male 

5 try to put out his weapon. The male 1 

utters the taboo word f**k to  draw his 

attention to male 5 ‘s action 
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Male 1 : Is that ben?  

Male 6 : For days he kept leaving 

little messages around the 

house. All can f**king 

laugh now  

 

78.  Video 8 

Female : Bro whats good oh please 

don’t shoot me  

Male 3 : What the f**k  

Male 1 : Don’t shoot bro! Bro do 

you want to join the bro 

code 

 

 √ 

 
    √ 

 
 The bro squad try to find other bros. they 

found people there and the bro squads try 

to invite him but he shoot the bro squad. 

The male 3 utters the taboo words f**k 

because he disrespect with the people. 

To show her contempt by saying that 

word.  

Same with the male 4 utters the word 

s**t when he try to ask, he shoot the 

male 4. The word also function To show 

his anger.    

79.  Video 8 

Female : hey whats up. You wanna 

be a bro dude?  

Male 1 : You wanna join the bros?  

Male 4 : Can you be a bro dude?  

You want to be a bro? oh 

s**t!! 

 

 √ 

 
    √ 
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80.  Video 8 

Male 1 : What about the other 

bro? 

Female : You f**king do it to him 

bro? 

Male 4 : he is in the back! I don’t 

Uhh  

Male 1 : Is the other bro dead? 

Female : Listen I don’t if you 

noticed, but I got 

absolutely nothing  

 

 √ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   They shoot each other between the bro 

squad and these people. the male 1 worry 

about other bro are they still life?. The 

word f**king utters by the famele 

because she want to make sure that the 

other bro already shoot theses people.  

.  

81.  Video 8 

Male 1 : Bro!! bro 3? Okay bro 

3’s  

Male 7 : Bad word f**k you and 

c**t girlfriend  

 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 
   The male 7 utters the words taboo f**k 

and c**t to give attention to the listener 

that he is anger to these people. 

82.  Video 8  

Male 1 : Bro!! bro 3? Okay bro 

3’s  

Male 7 : Bad word f**k you and 

   √ 

 

√ 

 
   The male 7 utters the words taboo f**k 

and c**t to give attention to the listener 

that he is anger to these people 
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c**t girlfriend  

 

83.  Video 8 

Male 1 : I love you bro three! 

Female : I love you bro and I want 

you to know. I don’t know 

the lyrics. Try that s**t 

again dude. Huh nade me 

one more. F**king time 

see what happen! Nade me 

one more f**king time 

alright. Nade me one more 

time try it dude. F**king 

try  

  

  

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

   The female utters the taboo words 

F**king and s**t to draw her attention 

to the listener that she sorrow because 

the male 3 is down when they fight with 

these people. the male 2, 1  utters the 

taboo word d**k to these people because 

he doesn’t want to be bro squad. These 

people still doesn’t want to join in bro 

squad. He decide to leaving to bro squad.    

84.  Video 8 

Male 2 : nah dude eat a d**k 

Female  : Dude why don’t you 

want to be part of the bro 

squad  

Male 1 : You will be bro eight. 

How cool would that be 

 

   √ 

 

√ 

 

   the male 2, 1  utters the taboo word d**k 

to these people because he doesn’t want 

to be bro squad. These people still 

doesn’t want to join in bro squad. He 

decide to leaving to bro squad 

85.  Video 8    √ √    The male 2 utters the taboo words d**k  
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Male 2 : Wassup man! You suck 

d**k  

 

  attention to the listener that the male 

respon him  

86.  Video 8 

Male 1 : She sucks d**k not me  

 

   √ 

 

√ 

 

    

87.  Video 9 

Male 1 : We need to run. There is 

a guy with a gun coming 

man  

Female  : We might need  

Male 2 : Where  

Female : Oh s**t! He is got a gun 

too  

 

  

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

  √ 

 

   When they are to walking in the area 

they found a gun.  The male and the 

female the taboo word s**t to draw 

attention to the listeners that there is a 

gun here and ask to the people there to 

run because its dangerous.  

88.  Video 9  

Male 1 : Oh s**t! He got a 

fucking gun! 

 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 
    

89.  Video 9 

Female : You guys like ass? 

 

 

 

 

  √ √ 

 
   In the middle of the conversation the 

female ask who like the ass and the male 

1 respond he is like too. The word hell 

uttered by the male 1 to give attention 
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Male 1 : Yeah you like ass?  

Male 2 : I love Ass. I could eat ass 

all day  

Female  :*Dreaming*  

Male 1 : Oh straight off the pot? 

Male 2 : *Ahaha* yeah  

Male 1 : H**l yeah brother  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

that the male 2 eat the ass every day.  

90.  Video 9 

Male 5 : you can beat the f**k out 

of him! 

Male 1 : No really?  

Female  : No don’t do it !! 

Male 1 : No swamp bros! 

Male 2 : Dumbass  

Female  : Why did you call him a 

dumbass dude? 

 

  

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

   

√ 

 

   They shooting each other and the male 5 

utters the word f**k to give attention to 

the male 1 ge can baet the people who 

want to kill him. But the male 1 still 

thinking again.    

91.  Video 9 

Male 8 : I’m sorry I’m sorry!! 

Male 4 : He punched the s**t out 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 

   The male 4 utters the taboo word s**t 

because there is people punched him. To 

draw his anger he utters that taboo word.   
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of me. He knocked out 

half of my health    

 

92.  Video 9 

Male 8 : I hit you one time!  

Male 4 : you headshot me. With a 

superman punch you 

f**king idiot.  

Male 8 : just arms are just so big  

Male 1 : Nooo!!!! 

 

 √ 

 
   √ 

 
  The male 4 fed up to the male 8 because 

he shoot him to draw his anger he utters 

the taboo word f**king and this word 

also function to draw his conte mpt to 

male 8.  

93.  Video 10  

Female : Guys come mansion! I 

need protecting  

Male 1 : Oh bro! Take my phone 

number. Call me! 

Male 2 : please! Deploy your 

parachutes! 

Female  : F**k  

 

  

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 

 

√ 

 

   In the beginning of game the female ask 

to the males there to protecting her. The 

male 1 respond gladly with take him 

phone number. The taboo words  F**k 

function to draw attention to the other 

players that she is hapyy because 

respond from boys are good when she 

ask to protecting her  

94.  Video 10  

Male 3 : Oh look. How many 

  √ 

 

 √ 

 
   The taboo words  J*s*s C*r*st   

function to draw attention to the other 

players that she is hapyy because 
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people came for you? Oh 

Noo! 

Female : J*s*s C*r*st 

 

respond from boys are good when she 

ask to protecting 

95.  Video 10  

Male 3 : There are nudes at farm 

apparently  

Female : They are everywhere 

Male 2 : Actual. B**bies? 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 √ 

 

 

 

√ 

 

   They are already landing on the area and 

see there are many nude at the farm. The 

male 1 and 2 utters the taboo word 

b**bies just to give attention to the 

listeners it is true the b**bies?  

The male 2 utters the taboo words S**t 

to draw attention to the listeners that true 

it is  b**bies.  

96.  Video 10 

Male 1 : Actual b**bies  

Male 2 : Ohhhh 

 

   √ 

 

√ 

 

   They are already landing on the area and 

see there are many nude at the farm. The 

male 1 and 2 utters the taboo word 

b**bies just to give attention to the 

listeners it is true the b**bies?  

The male 2 utters the taboo words S**t 

to draw attention to the listeners that true 

it is  b**bies. 

97.  Female : At farm 

Male 2 : S**t!!  

 

 √ 

 
  

 

√ 

 
   They are already landing on the area and 

see there are many nude at the farm. The 

male 1 and 2 utters the taboo word 

b**bies just to give attention to the 

listeners it is true the b**bies?  

The male 2 utters the taboo words S**t 

to draw attention to the listeners that true 

it is  b**bies. 

98.  Video 10     √ √    The male 2 and 3 utters the taboo word 
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Male 2 : wait, where b**bies? 

Male 3 : Hello? 

 

 

 

 

 b**bies to draw their attention to the 

listener that they are looking for b**bies.  

99.  Video 10 

Male 2 : I was promised. Yeah 

where are the b**bies? 

Male 3 : They are coming. She is 

landing  

Male 2 : right, I see her on top  

 

   √ √ 

 

   They are already landing on the area and 

see there are many nude at the farm. The 

male 1 and 2 utters the taboo word 

b**bies just to give attention to the 

listeners it is true the b**bies?  

The male 2 utters the taboo words S**t 

to draw attention to the listeners that true 

it is  b**bies. 

100.  Video 10  

Male 1 : are they real b**bies? 

Male 2 : Did you see this? 

Female : Yeah. They are real not 

made of silicone at all  

   

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√    The male 1 utters the taboo word 

b**bies to make sure and give attention 

that it is real b**bies without silicone.  

The male 2 and 3 utters the taboo word 

God d**n and b**bies to draw they 

attention to the micheal that is real a 

b**bie.  

101.  Video 10 

Male 2 :D**n! Hey Michael! Get 

over here dude  

 

  √  √    The male 2 utters the taboo words damn 

to draw attention to the Michel that the 

enemy  
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102.  Video 10 

Male 3 : There’s some b**bies. 

Michael!  

Male 2 : Yes he is coming. He is 

at that  

Female  : Come on dude! 

 

   √ √    The male 2 and 3 utters the taboo word  

and b**bies to draw they attention to the 

micheal that is real a b**bie. 

103.  Video 10  

Male 1 : Oh J*s*s Chr*st, runn! 

Male 3 : get down!! Hide protect 

the girl!! 

Female  : No please!! 

Male 1 : Run Run Runn. Get to 

the girl!  

 

  √    √  When they are in the middle of the 

conversation suddenly, there is people 

try to shoot them. The taboo word J*s*s 

Chr*st because disrespect to these 

people who try to kill them.  

104.  Video 10  

Male 1 : Michael f**king down! 

There some crazy people 

out there 

Female : Who need to be mentally 

aware 

 

 √  

 

 

 √    The male 1 utters the taboo word 

f**king to Michael to draw attention to 

Michael that there are some crazy people 

try to shoot them.  
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105.  Video 10 

Male 2 : Oh J*s*s Chr*st!  

Male 1 : People here! 

Male 3 : You need to protect the 

girl.  

 

  √  √    The male 2 utters the taboo word J*s*s 

Chr*st related to religion because he is 

fed up to these people.   

106.  Video 11 

Male 1 : Please don’t kill us. We 

are orphans  

Female 2: You are orphans?  

Male 1 : Yes 

Male 2 : right you guys come on 

the boat with us?  

Male 1 : H**l yeah  

   √ √    The male 1 and female try to enter the 

room there and there is a male there. 

They want to invite the male to join in 

their team. the taboo word H**l uttered 

by the male 1 to give attention to the 

male 2 that they are come with boat.   

107.  Video 11 

Male 1 : Alrighht lets see if  zey 

have you learnt from your 

actions  

Female  : Jump if yes ohh you did 

nit jump, Oh S**t. Oh 

why won’t he jump! All 

you have to do was jump. 

 √ 

 

 

 

 

  √    In the beginning of game they make a 

rule that if you are male you jump if not 

you are female. the male 1 and female is 

team. there is people his name is zey try 

to come near to them. Zey is male 

because he is jump. When the female try 

to shoot zey, zey can’t again. The taboo 

word S**t uttered by female and male 1 

to draw attention to zey in order to zey 

want to jum again. and make sure that he 

is true as a male.  
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Come on zey  

 

108.  Video 11 

Male 1 : Come on zey, just jump. 

Zey just jump. Zey come 

on you can do it.  

Male 1 : What is he doing? Alright 

we will give him one more 

chance. Oh S**t!!!! 

 

 √   √    The taboo word S**t uttered by male 1 

to draw attention to zey in order to zey 

want to jum again. and make sure that he 

is true as a male. 

109.  Video 11 

Male 4 : I will go with the male 

Cadan  

Female : What the f**k!! 

Male 4 : Sounds easier  

Female : I was giving myself to 

you fooly and now you are 

just like waw okee. 

 

 √     √  The male 1 ask to people there do you 

have a valentine date? And the male 4 

respond “yes I hope so.” the male 4 ask 

there is wife here? The male 1 answer 

there is no wife in a PUBG. Only male 

and female choice. If male you going 

with cadan while female you going with 

jessik. Which do you want?. The male 4 

answer going with cadan. The female 

utters the taboo word f**k because she is 

disrespect with the male 4 choice and she 

thinks that he is guy.   

110.  Video 12 

Male 1 : Oh s**t! Is this the 

gamer girl juice? Yo guys 

we got the gamer girl juice  

 √   √    They playing PUBG in under land and 

the roof is leak like juice they dink it. the 

taboo word s**t! uttered by the male 1 to 

draw attention to the listener that its 

juice.    
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Male 2 : Free bath water dude! 

Male 1 : Here we go ahead.  

Female : I’m already one. That say 

turn into one  

111.  Video 12 

Male 2 : Oh nooo! How long we 

got left?  

Female  : you have got 30 days  

Male 1 : 30 Days with my p**is  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

√ 

√    The male 2 utters the taboo word 

F**king function to draw attention to the 

listener that to make sure it is true they in 

under land for 30 days? The male 1 

utters the taboo words p**is to draw 

attention to listener that we here for 30 

days.  

112.  Video 12 

Male 2 : 30? F**king days. Are 

you kidding us?  

Male 1 : I’m going to you buddy  

 

 √   √    The male 2 utters the taboo word 

F**king function to draw attention to the 

listener that to make sure it is true they in 

under land for 30 days? 

113.  Video 12 

Female : Well. What are you 

going to do? Like you 

have 30 days. You need to 

do something now!  

Male 1 : Ian I told you that hard 

during role-play alright? 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   The male 1 utters the taboo word 

f**king. the function of that word to 

draw attention to the listener the gamer 

juice is friendly.    
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He gets a little physical 

during role-play   

Male 2 : I just got a little bit too 

excited. It’s the gamer 

juice  

Male 1 : Yeah the gamer juice is 

f**king.  

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

√ 

114.  Video 12 

Male 3 : This why you come to 

shelter all the time? 

Male 3 : Oh haha h**l yehh  

 

√ 

 
   √    In the under land the want to see culprit 

to fill they activities there in 30 days. In 

the part of journey the found a game 

juice again. the male 1 give information 

if there is people consume this gamer 

juice  they became a gamer girl in 30 

days. The female, male 1 and 2 utters the 

taboo word H**l  to draw their attention 

that they want to be a gamer girl.  

115.  Video 12 

Male 3 : Oh haha h**l yehh  

 

√ 

 
   √ 

 

   The male 1 give information if there is 

people consume this gamer juice  they 

became a gamer girl in 30 days. The 

female, male 1 and 2 utters the taboo 

word H**l  to draw their attention that 

they want to be a gamer girl. 

116.  Video 12 

Male 2 : H**l yeah! 

 

√ 

 
   √ 

 
   The female, male  2 utters the taboo 

word H**l  to draw their attention that 

they want to be a gamer girl. 

 

117.  

Video 12 

Male 1 : Well you are going to be 

  
√ 

 

 

   

√ 
   

The male 1 utters the taboo word s**t 

because he is disrespect with the obe of 
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a girl with diarrhea,  

 Oh oh s**t. You going to 

be one those girl?  

Female : Okay, my question before 

you guys leave. What are 

you doing?  

Male 1 : You thought we were 

leaving? 

Female : No no I meant like I want 

you to go far away from 

here  

Male 1 : What are you going to do 

this to us?  

Male 3 : We will spare you 5 

seconds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

male there that he want to be a girl with 

diarrhea. If they consume the gamer juice 

they will get the diarrhea. But that male 

want it.  

118.  

   

Video 12 

Male 2 : Latta b**ch! Ahahah Im 

out  

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   √   The female want to go for their team. she 

make a smoke in the room in order to 

people there die. The taboo words b**ch 

and sh**t to draw their contempt to the 

female because of her action.   

119.  Video 12 

Male 3 : Latta b**ch! Haha not 

cleaning your foot  

 

√     √   The female want to go for their team. she 

make a smoke in the room in order to 

people there die. The taboo words b**ch 

to draw their contempt to the female 

because of her action.   
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120.  Video 12 

Male 1 : They will never see me 

escape. Ah sh**t!  

 

 √    √   The female want to go for their team. she 

make a smoke in the room in order to 

people there die. The taboo words sh**t 

to draw their contempt to the female 

because of her action.   

121.  Video 13 

Male 1 : D**n! 

Male 2 : I like Kentucky guys 

with beards that is my type  

Male 1 : Really? That is your type 

the whole world is 

Kentucky guys with 

beards. Well my fiancé 

like em   

Female : Emm 

Male 2 : Awh why would you 

have to say fiancé. You 

could have just played 

along dude  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

√    The male 1 utters the taboo words D**n    

and H**l because he wants give 

attention to the listener that the male 2 

really like the Kentucky guys. The 

Kentucky guys is man who has a green 

beards.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

122.  Video 13 

Female  : Your not into me like 

√ 

 
   √ 

 

   The male 1 utters the taboo words D**n    

and H**l because he wants give 

attention to the listener that the male 2 
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that? You wouldn’t be 

open to like leaving her for 

me?  

Male 1 : It’s not cheating If it’s on 

PUBG. Am I Right? 

Male 2 : It’s not cheating if it’s on 

PUBG.  

Male 1 : H**l ya 

really like the Kentucky guys. The 

Kentucky guys is man who has a green 

beards.  

 

123.  Video 13 

Female : Did she just knock a guy 

out with a car without a 

scope? When there were 

like six guys. F**king at 

her (I think) 

Male 1 : You dead? Oh god. We 

are losing her  

Male 2 : Someone stole my kill! 

 

 √ 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 √ 
 

   The female utters the taboo word 

F**king to the male 2 because she is feel 

joules to the male 2. The male 2 doesn’t 

want to leave her fiancé for her in this 

PUBG. The words also to draw her 

attention to the male 2.   

124.  Video 13 

Female : Oh noo!  

Male 2 : How does no one know 

where I am?  I have shot 

so many bullets. J*s*s 

Chr*st!!! 

  √ 

 

 √ 
 

   The male 2 utters the word *s*s 

Chr*st!!! 

Become taboo because its not use for 

worship this word function to show his 

anger because he want to give attention 

to the listener that he is losing her 

enemy.   
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Femlae : Hahahah 

 

 

 

125.  

Video 13 

Male 1 : H**l yeah let’s do this 

thing man  

Male 2 : Wait, Is Kentucky in the 

south? Where is Kentucky 

at?  

Male 1 : Yeah kentucky’s in the 

south  

Male 2 : J*s*s Chr*st!! There is a 

car jerry! What the f**k 

was that 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
√ 

 

√ 

 

 

√ 
 

    

The male 2 come to the male 1 and ask 

what’s going on? I hear banging in the 

top. The male 2 apologize to the male 1. 

The male respond with word  H**l to 

give attention that  no problem if he want 

to do that thing.  

When they are in the middle of the 

conversation suddenly there is car try to 

come near to them. The male 2 utter the 

word: J*s*s Chr*st! and f**k to draw 

his attention to the enemy.  

126.  Video 13 

Male 1 : Yeah kentucky’s in the 

south  

Male 2 : J*s*s Chr*st!! There is 

a car jerry! What the f**k 

was that 

  √ 

 

 √ 
 

   When they are in the middle of the 

conversation suddenly there is car try to 

come near to them and then the male 2 

utter the word: J*s*s Chr*st! and f**k 

to draw his attention to the enemy.  

127.  Video 13 

Male 2 : J*s*s Chr*st!! There is a 

car jerry! What the f**k 

was that 

 √ 

 

  √ 
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128.  Video 13 

Male 2 : Lets f**king do this  

Male 1 : YO lest just keep moving 

west and he is right here in 

front! 

Male 2 : Ok, I’m coming,  

 

 √ 

 
  √ 

 

   The male 2 utters the taboo word 

f**king to the male 1 lets we shoot them 

lets we to that each other. We can do 

this. This word also function to draw 

attention to the male 1.  

129.  Video 13 

Male 1 : Its ok he is dead, I 

f**king. F**ked him 

right in the skull boys  

M2 : Sticker zero. More like 

sticker. I thought I had 

something good  

M1 : Yeah lets goo!, I’m just 

kind of sitting out here in 

the open  

 √ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  √ 
 

   They try to kill the enemy together and 

arrange a strategy. The male 1 utters the 

taboo word f**king because he want to 

give attention to the listener the enemy is 

too hard to kill.  

130.  Video 13 

M2 : Ah! My head!  

M1 : Oh god towards you 35!! 

Wohahoha! I’m f**king 

insane!  

M2 : Lets go! 

 √ 
 

  √ 
 

   The male 1 utters the taboo word 

f**king because he want to give 

attention to the listener the enemy is too 

hard to kill. 
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131.  

Video 14 

Male 1 : Billy I need you to heal  

Male 2 : Oh My god  

Female : Oh My god, I thought I 

blocked you guys with the 

car but then the car 

f**king rolled. Oh my god 

I’m f**king dying  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
√ 

 

   

 

 

 

 
√ 
 

   The female try to steal Billy’s car. The 

female utters the taboo words f**king 

she know that she will die because billy 

certain kill her. The words also function 

to draw attention to the listener that billy 

will kill her.  

132.  Video 15 

Male 1 : Ahhhh! Kill them all!  

Male 2 : Throw a nude save him   

Female : I’m on the way. Wait its 

Billy!! 

Male 1 : Billy, guys. Billy just 

killed us  

Female : Billy just f**king killed 

me  

M1 : Where is Billy? Billy it’s 

me. Do you remember me 

Billy? I’m going to have to 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

√ 

 

   
√ 
 

   The female try to steal Billy’s car. The 

female utters the taboo words f**king 

she know that she will die because billy 

certain kill her. The words also function 

to draw attention to the listener that billy 

will kill her.  
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put Billy now. This is the 

saddest day of my life. I 

just killed Billy. I got him  

M2 : I’m sorry 

Total  12 82 17 21 95 24 13 -  
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B. Appendix Pattern of English Taboo Words used in PUBG Game Videos on Litomatoma YouTube channel 

No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

1.  Fuck Video 1 - - Obscenity  - - - - 

Video 2 1 1 2 - - - 

Video 3 2 2 4 - - - 

Video 4 3 2 3 2  - 

Video 5 8 - 5 - 3 - 

Video 6 3 - 3 - - - 

Video 7 2 1 2 1  - 

Video 8 10 12 12 - 10 - 

Video 9 2 - 1 1  - 

Video 10 1 1 2 - - - 

Video 11 1 1 2 - - - 

Video 12 2 - 2 - - - 

Video 13 3 1 4 - - - 

Video 14 - 1 1 - - - 

Video 15 - 1 1 - -  
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Total 38 23 44 4 13  

 

 

No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

2.  Shit  Video 1 - - Obscenity  - - - - 

Video 2 - - - - - - 

Video 3 - - - - - - 

Video 4 - 1 - - 1 - 

Video 5 - - - - - - 

Video 6 2 2 3 - 1 - 

Video 7 2 - 2 - - - 

Video 8 5 - 3 - 2 - 

Video 9 2 1 3 - - - 

Video 10 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 11 1 1 2 - - - 

Video 12 3 - - 3 - - 

Video 13 - - - - - - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 
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Total 16 5 14 3 4 - 

 

No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

3.  Boobies  Video 1  1 Vulgarity  1 - - - 

Video 2 - - - - - - 

Video 3 - - - - - - 

Video 4 - - - - - - 

Video 5 - - - - - - 

Video 6 - - - - - - 

Video 7 - - - - - - 

Video 8 - - - - - - 

Video 9 - - - - - - 

Video 10 6 - 6 - - - 

Video 11 - - - - - - 

Video 12 - - - - - - 

Video 13 - - - - - - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 

Total 6 1 7 - - - 
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No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

4.  Asshole   Video 1 1 - Vulgarity   1 - - - 

Video 2 - - - - - - 

Video 3 - - - - - - 

Video 4 - - - - - - 

Video 5 - - - - - - 

Video 6 - 1 1 - - - 

Video 7 - - - - - - 

Video 8 - - - -  - 

Video 9  - - - - - 

Video 10 - - - - - - 

Video 11 - - - - - - 

Video 12 - - - - - - 

Video 13 -  - - - - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 

Total 1 1 2 - - - 
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No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

5.  Dick    Video 1 - - Vulgarity   - - - - 

Video 2 - 1 1 - - - 

Video 3 - 1 - 1 - - 

Video 4 - - - - - - 

Video 5 - - - - - - 

Video 6 - 1 1 - - - 

Video 7 - - - - - - 

Video 8 4 - 4 - - - 

Video 9 - - - - - - 

Video 10 - - - - - - 

Video 11 - - - - - - 

Video 12 - - - - - - 

Video 13 - - - -  - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 

Total 4 3 6 1 - - 
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No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

6.  Penis     Video 1 - - Vulgarity   - - - - 

Video 2 - - - - - - 

Video 3 1 - - 1 - - 

Video 4 - - - - - - 

Video 5 - - - - - - 

Video 6 - - - - - - 

Video 7 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 8 - - - - - - 

Video 9 - - - - - - 

Video 10 - - - - - - 

Video 11 - - - - - - 

Video 12 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 13 - - - - - - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 

Total 3 - 2 1 - - 
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No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

7.  Anal      Video 1 - - Vulgarity   - - - - 

Video 2 - - - - - - 

Video 3 - - - - - - 

Video 4 - - - - - - 

Video 5 - - - - - - 

Video 6 - - - - - - 

Video 7 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 8 - - - - - - 

Video 9 - - - - - - 

Video 10 - - - - - - 

Video 11 - - - - - - 

Video 12 - - - - - - 

Video 13 - - - - - - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 

Total 1  1 - - - 
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No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

8.  Cock       Video 1 - - Vulgarity   - - - - 

Video 2 - - - - - - 

Video 3 - - - - - - 

Video 4 - - - - - - 

Video 5 - - - - - - 

Video 6 - 1 - - 1 - 

Video 7 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 8 - - - - - - 

Video 9 - - - - - - 

Video 10 - - - - - - 

Video 11 - - - - - - 

Video 12 - - - - - - 

Video 13 - - - - - - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 

Total 1 1 1 - - - 
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No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

9.  Cunt        Video 1 - - Vulgarity   - - - - 

Video 2 - - - - - - 

Video 3 - - - - - - 

Video 4 - - - - - - 

Video 5 - - - - - - 

Video 6 - - - - - - 

Video 7 - - - - - - 

Video 8 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 9 - - - - - - 

Video 10 - - - - - - 

Video 11 - - - - - - 

Video 12 - - - - - - 

Video 13 - - - - - - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 

Total 1 - 1 - - - 
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No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

10.  Hell        Video 1 - - Profanity    - - - - 

Video 2 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 3 - - - - - - 

Video 4 - - - - - - 

Video 5 - - - - - - 

Video 6 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 7 - - - - - - 

Video 8 - - - - - - 

Video 9 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 10 - - - - - - 

Video 11 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 12 2 - 2 - - - 

Video 13 2 - 2 - - - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 

Total 8 - 8 - - - 
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No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

11.  Jesus 

Christ         

Video 1 - - Profanity    - - - - 

Video 2 - - - - - - 

Video 3 - - - - - - 

Video 4 - - - - - - 

Video 5 1- - 1 - - - 

Video 6 - - - - - - 

Video 7 - - - - - - 

Video 8 - - - - - - 

Video 9 - - - - - - 

Video 10 2 - 2 - - - 

Video 11 - - - - - - 

Video 12 - - - - - - 

Video 13 4 - 4 - - - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 

Total 7 - 7 - - - 
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No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

12.  Damn        Video 1 - - Profanity    - - - - 

Video 2 - - - - - - 

Video 3 - - - - - - 

Video 4 - - - - - - 

Video 5 - - - - - - 

Video 6 - - - - - - 

Video 7 - - - - - - 

Video 8 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 9 - - - - - - 

Video 10 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 11 - - - - - - 

Video 12 - - - - - - 

Video 13 1 - 1 - - - 

Video 14 - - - - - - 

Video 15 - - - - - - 

Total 3  3 - - - 
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No. Taboo 

Words 

Video  Total used Type Function 

Male Female TDA  TSC TBP TMA 

13.  Bitch        Video 1   Epithet        

Video 2 1  1    

Video 3 2 1 1 2   

Video 4  2  1 1  

Video 5       

Video 6 1 1 1 1   

Video 7       

Video 8 1 1  1 1  

Video 9       

Video 10       

Video 11       

Video 12 2  2    

Video 13       

Video 14       

Video 15       

Total 7 5 5 5 2  

 


